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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This Good practice guide introduces you to the Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) which was  created by the 

partners in the framework of IENE 7 project.  

This guide provides general information about the methodology and content of this MOOC and some examples 

of  how the participants work on the MOOC.  We present these as different ways to best practice.  

It also includes the evaluation report of this MOOC.  

We hope you will find it useful and  it will inspire you to share your knowledge, skills and topics of interest or 

even consider  to create your own MOOCs for training the healthcare workers  , starting from our experience. 

You may find more information and download useful tools from the project website at https://iene7.eu/mooc/ 

All content contributions by the IENE 7 team from the partner countries:  

EDUNET Organisation, Craiova, Romania 

1. Mr. Victor Dudau 

2.Mrs.  Ana-Maria Doru 

 

Middlesex University, London, UK 

1.Prof. Irena Papadopoulos 

2.Mr. Alfonzo Pezzella 

EAS28-Commune di Ortona, Italy  

1.Mrs. HoxhaDasantila 

2.Mrs. FabianaRocchi 

 

Compiled by Edunet , July 2019 

 

Universidad de  Almeria, Almeria, Spain 

1.Ph.D. David Padilla Góngora 

2.Ph.D. Remedios Lopez Liria 

3.Ph.D. Patricia Rocamora Perez 

4.Ph.D. José Manuel Aguilar 

UniversitadegliStudi di Catania, Catania, Italy  

1.Prof. Maria Elvira De Caroli 

2.Prof. OrazioLicciardello 

3.Prof. ElisabettaSagone 

4.Doct. Manuela Mauceri 

5.Doct. MariaGiuseppinaCardella 

 

 

 

Third parties are welcome to use any of the materials for educational purposes as long as they clearly credit their 

source. 

Please, visit the project website www.iene7.eu 

  

https://iene7.eu/mooc/
http://www.iene7.eu/
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IENE 7 PROJECT 

Population ageing is a long-term trend. The EU-28’s old-age dependency ratio is projected to increase  from 28.8 

% in 2015 to 51.0 % by 2080 (Eurostat, June 2016). 

Providing long-term care in  home,  is proving to be a viable  and cost effective alternative to institutional 

care.  Due to the increasing numbers of older adults and the demand for the home   direct-care workers all over 

Europe, there is a  current and, possible, future shortage of trained caregivers. 

In many EU Member States, migrants are filling this labour gap, providing essential care services. Migrant elderly 

caregivers are dealing with important challenges of inadequate education and trai ning, low wages, minimal 

worker benefits, lack of career advancement opportunities, and erratic and often part-time employment. 

The lack of adequate training for elderly caregivers remains a major gap in workforce development.  

The project IENE 7  ”Improving communication,  intercultural and social skills for foreigners  and migrants who 

work as caregivers of elderly people in Europe ”   aimed to fill the gap in the training of elderly care givers, to  

empower migrant employees in home care for elders  and potential newcomers, to enhance their opportunities 

for job, strength  their position on the labour market and career advancement and increase quality of care for 

elderly people in participating countries and in Europe.  

In the framework of the IENE 7 project, five partners from Romania, UK, Spain and Italy created an 

innovative European Model  and a Curriculum for training migrants who work as caregivers of elderly people in 

Europe. 

The Model was based on the PPT/IENE   Model developed in  previous IENE 1-6 projects (www.ieneproject.eu). 

The main outputs of the project are the  Massive Open Online Course (MOOC)   available on the Blackboard 

platform and a easy to navigate Course available on this website. 

On the MOOC section, trainers may download our innovative MOOC  model and  resources  and  set up their 

own  MOOC:  Methodology and  content of MOOC ,  Guide  for instructors , the  Report of  piloting the  MOOC 

and this Good practices guide. 

 

THE TRAINING MODEL 

The Training Model  address elderly caregivers, with different professional qualifications and level of education: 

personal care aides, certified nurse aides, nursing assistants, nurse aides, personal care attendants, direct care 

givers, direct care workers, home caregivers, home health aides, geriatric care specialist and geriatric nursing 

assistants with focus on migrant caregivers.   

The IENE7 Training model is based on the the original Papadopoulos, Tilki and Taylor Model (PTT)for Developing 

Cultural Competence (1998, 2006) and the PTT/IENE Model for Intercultural Education of Nurses in Europe 

(http://ieneproject.eu/learning.php). 

https://iene7.eu/
https://iene7.eu/project/partners/
https://iene7.eu/training-model/
http://www.ieneproject.eu/
https://iene7.eu/mooc/
https://iene7.eu/online-course/
https://iene7.eu/mooc/
http://ieneproject.eu/learning.php
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It is also based on the findings of a Review of the national and international literature,  job analyses, occupational 

standards, continuing professional development courses, related to migrant and foreign workers caring for older 

people, conducted in UK, Romania, Italy and Spain. 

The model provided the framework for building and delivery of the  Training Curriculum for the caregivers of 

older people. 

The Conceptual PTT European Training Model for the Caregivers of Older People (Papadopoulos, 2018)  

 

 

THE MOOC CURRICULUM 

The Curriculum, was delivered on-line in the form of a MOOC, addresses the development ofcaregivers working 

in people’s homes and in different long term elderly care establishments, focused on EU and non-EU migrant 

caregivers. 

It aims to raise the cultural competence of care givers by equipping them with knowledge, skills and attitudes 

necessary for cross cultural communication, creating a friendly environment and positive interaction and 

relationship with older people. This curriculum promotes improvements of social, civic, intercultural 

competences, media literacy and also combating of discrimination by reducing disparities in care services. 
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The curriculum has been adapted to the training needs of the target groups identified during the research on the 

existing job descriptions, occupational standards and curricula and will be guided bythe competences 

established in the design of the IENE7 Training Model and its components.  

 

The course  objectives  

The objectives of the “Cultural Competence Training for Caregivers of Older People” course are: 

- Understand the social care system, policy regulations and culture of care within the 

country/region/community in which they work, to adapt to the new social and cultural environment;  

- Understand the older people’s psychology and their capacity to promoting a positive communication, 

friendly environment, positive interaction and relationships in older people in their care;  

- Enhance their professionalism and employability with adequate communication, intercultural and social 

skills in order to improve their opportunities for jobs, strength their position in the labour market, 

increase quality of care for older people and encourage their active participation in society;  

- Increase the level in digital competences and skills and their use of social  media; 

- Improve their access to training and qualifications, with a particular attention to the low-skilled. 

 

Modules and topics 

The topics was based on the PTT/European model for cultural education of nurses and healthcare professionals 

developed in IENE 1-6 projects which is composed of four main constructs: Culturalawareness, Cultural 

knowledge, Cultural sensitivity, Cultural competences (www.ieneproject.eu,Papadopoulos 1998 &2006). 

Module 1: Cultural awareness 

Topic 1.1. Cultural Self-Awareness 

 

Topic 1.2. Awareness of the others’ culture, acknowledgement of clients/patients’ diverse cultural identities 

 

Topic 1.3. Effects of culture on health beliefs and behaviors 

 

Topic 1.4. Awareness of cultural-stereotyping and how to avoid it  

 

Module 2: Cultural knowledge 

Topic 2.1. Systems of health and social care 

Topic 2.2. Cultural aspects of ageing 

Topic 2.3. Cultural aspects of loneliness and suffering 

Topic 2.4.  Dementia and influence of culture  

Module 3: Cultural sensitivity 

http://www.ieneproject.eu/
https://iene7.eu/online-course/cultural-knowledge/systems-of-health-and-social-care/
https://iene7.eu/online-course/cultural-knowledge/cultural-aspects-of-ageing/
https://iene7.eu/online-course/cultural-knowledge/cultural-aspects-of-loneliness-and-suffering/
https://iene7.eu/online-course/cultural-knowledge/dementia-and-influence-of-culture/
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Topic 3.1. Intercultural Communication 

Topic 3.2. Culturally sensitive compassion, respect and acceptance 

Topic 3.3. Client (and family) involvement 

Topic 3.4. Working in multicultural teams 

Module 4: Cultural competences 

Topic 4.1. Legal aspects of equality and discrimination, guidelines, policies, best practice of ageism 

Topic 4.2. Culturally competent assessment of social care needs of older people 

Topic 4.3 Implementing person centred culturally appropriate and compassionate care 

Topic 4. 4 Cultural aspects of safeguarding and advocacy for older people 

PREPARING AND SETTING  UP THE MOOC 

Massive open online course (MOOC) is an online course aimed at large-scale interactive participation and open 

access via the web. In addition to traditional course materials such as videos, readings, and problem set s, MOOC 

provide interactive user forums that help build a community for people who want to learn.  

The MOOC was based on the Curriculum and suitable training objectives and outputs, adapted to the target 

groups of migrants working in elders care at home.  

Steps in set up the MOOC:

 

1. Collecting  training/learning/evaluation materials in CC license from Internet relating to the modules and 

topics,  translated and adapted to the target groups and created new resources for learning and 

evaluation. 

2. Creating a learning tool, organized in a attractive form with links to additional resources, youtube videos, 

animations and  quizzes and posted on the project learning platform in the form of easy to navigate 

course, available in all partners’ languages.   

3. Preparing the course on the course platform, design the course syllabus and make the Guidelines for 

setting up and conducting the learning on the MOOC; 

4.  Creating the Training Plan and set up the learning activities for each Module.  

5. Developing the learning activities for the Orientation Module and Evaluation Module (week 1 and 6);   

6. Embedded  the learning activities and learning resources on the platform (Blackboard);   
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7. Translating the text of the instructions, additional information and the quizzes. 

8. Training 20 facilitators ( 4 trainers,  from each partner organization, to conduct the learning of 

participants on the MOOC 

The training/learning/assessment resources consist of: 

 

TRAINING/LEARNING/EV ALUATION RESOURCES 

The partners collected training/learning/evaluation materials in CC license from Internet relating to the modules 

and topics and made for each topic  a list of   learning/training/assessment resources. 

No. Title of the 
resource  

Type Lang
uage 

Learning/training/
evaluation  
activities 
suggested 

Access URL / 
download  

1.  
TITLE 

Description 
(summary-max 500 
characters) 

Example:  

• web 
• files 
• images 
• audio 
• videos 
• slideshare 
• quizz 

 What you want the 

learners to do. List 

your instructions for 

pedagogical 

aproaches(This will be 

used in building the 

MOOC) 

 

Example:  

 

INTERNET MAPPING  

(weblinks 

Files,images, audio, videos, 
Slideshare PPTs,quizz, Apps 

 
•Template for collecting 
resources (Eunet)  

•A List of resources for each 
topic ( all partners) 

• “Learning resources uploaded  
on website (Edunet)    

•Compendium  (Edunet)  

LEARNING  TOOLS 

(for each module, a PPT   
translated  in all languages) 

 

•Learning tools – PPT  
(1/topic) in English  

•PPTs translated in Romanian 
(ISJ) , German (IHK), Polish and 
Spanish  

•PPTs uploaded on Slideshare 
(Edunet) 

•PPTs uploaded on  website 
(Online course section) 

Assessment/ Evaluation  

TOOLS  

(translated in  all languages)  

•A quizz for each module  

•Pre-MOOC Questionnaire  

•Post-Mooc Questionnaire 

•Course evaluation 
Questionnaire 

•Badges 

•Evaluation gride  

• Grading the paticipants 
(template)  
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• game 
• animations 
• apps 
• other 

 

 Individual 
learning, 
reflection 
and 
production 

 Group 
reflection 

 Co- creation 

 Evaluation 

 Self-

assessment 

 

LEARNING TOOLS 

The Learning Tools are  Power Point presentation containing information divided in many bite sized sequences , 

short text-with essential information and links to  additional resources,  using the Word Shapes  and attractive 

SmartArt forms to organize the content (easy to be translated) and suggestive images more than text.  

The Learning Tools’ structure:  

 

 

The Learning Tools were made in English, Romanian, Spanish and Italian, with the same content, format and 

links.  

The learning tools and resources was used in the development of learning activities on the Massive Open Online 

Course  (MOOC), an innovative pedagogical approaches of co-learning through co-creation, based on digital 

integration in learning.  
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A database was created on the project's website in the form of a repository which was used to set up the MOOC, 

posted on the platform,  in the form of  a  easy to navigate course at https://iene7.eu/online-course/ .  

The learning tools and learning  resources,  can  be downloaded from the platform and used offline at 

https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/. 

 The learning tools and the learning/assessment  resources  will  be used, for long time,  by the elderly  

professionals and migrants elderly care givers, for individual learning. The platform may also is accessible from 

Smartphone and tablet. 

 

TRAINING PLAN 

MOOC STRUCTURE 

The course CULTURAL COMPETENCE TRAINING FOR CAREGIVERS OF OLDER PEOPLE had six  Modules based  on 

the  four  curriculum units, as well as a start-up module about  technology and learning environment orientation 

activities and , at the end , a module dedicated to the final assessment and evaluation of the course. 

Week 1: Orientation 

Week 1: Cultural awareness 

Week 3 Cultural sensitivity 

Week 4: Cultural knowledge 

Week 5 : Cultural competence 

•Learning resources 
Internet Mapped 
Resources 

•Evaluation tools    

Lists grouped by 

modules on topics on 

the website  
 

• Upload the 
PPTs in 
Slideshare  

channel 

Learning Tools  

•A easy to 
navigate 
course  

•http://iene7.
eu/online-
course/ Online course 
on the website 

•Embedding 

the Learning 

Tools on the 

learning 

activites 

•Link to the 

resources  
 

MOOC (O8)  

https://iene7.eu/online-course/
https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/
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Week 6: Synthesis  and Evaluation 

 

Each  Module contains:  

Learning outputs: a short description about  what the participants will know or will be able to do after taking 

these activities; 

Day by day Learning activities, one dedicated for each topic, based on the learning tools created (Day 1-4); 

Module quiz (Day 5). A self assessment  quiz,  based on  the information contained in the learning tools.  

 

The learning activities dedicated for each day usually contain: 

 

MODULE 1: CULTURAL AWARENESS 

Day 1: Topic 1 - Intercultural Communication 

Title of the 

activity:  

Instructions  

Learning 

activities and 

learning 

outputs  

 

Activity 1. 

- Read the PPT presentation for Topic 1 “Cultural Self-Awareness” 

-Self-Learning 

Please, answer:  

-Which rules, from your culture, influence your Identity? 

• Power Point Presentation embedded from TOTVET  

Slideshare channel.  

• It may include short videos and animations (from 

Youtube or TOTVET  channel)  and link to Internet 

mapped resources  

Reading the Learning tool  (focused on 

information)   

• Reading additional  information  on Internet (link to the 

resources) and doing  assignments 
Self learning 

(Optional)    

• Posting reflective entry on Discussion boards 

• Participating in the discussion may be graded 

Co-learning tasks : MOOC Community  

activities (focused on  
skills/attitude/behavious)  

•The MOOC  participants will be encouraged to use 

these media for learning and networking .  
External activities on social media 

(IENE7  Blog, Twitter or Facebook 

pages)  

(Optional)     
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-Which values? 

-Which believes? 

-Watch a short video on the PPT Presentation: “Intercultural Perspective”. 

-Look at the image proposed on PPT Presentation, and write a sentence to describe 

what, in your opinion, it shows.  

1-Then, write how it is possible they get an agreement  

2-Post your sentence on the discussion-board 

3-Read 2 to 3 entries of your fellow participants and provide feedback at least 

to one of them 

 

 

Learning Outputs: 

 

In this topic you will learn the basic concepts of cultural awareness and how the 

concept of caring depends on cultural factors. 

 

You will reflect on the importance of intercultural perspective, also when we work 

and we are involved in relationships. 

 

You get more sensitive in considering the other’s point of view! 

 

Tasks  Task 1 (1 point) 

 

1)Open the link proposed on the PPT presentation, print the page, fill in the 

questionnaire and test your Cultural Awareness 

 

Task 1 (1 point) 

 

2)Post your overall score on the discussion-board 

3)Compare your score with the other learners’ ones and discuss on it 

 

Additional  

information or 

resources  

for different 

language 

groups, if case) 

-These activities/tasks are graded, and you may get 2 points if you post your 

comments on the Discussion board. 

-Please, note that the Learning tool may contain also the links to learning resources 

and individual tasks, for your additional information and deeper understanding.  

-For Videos: To access the video’s subtitles in English (when available), click on 

Settings / Subtitles. To translate subtitles, click on Automatic Translation (when 

available) and choose the language. 

-Additional information (including resources for different language groups) available 

on the List of Learning/Training Resources for Module 3-Topic 1 

 

Day 2: Topic 2 - Culturally sensitive compassion, respect and acceptance 

Title of the 

activity:  

Instructions  

Learning 

activities and 

Activity 2. 

-Read the PPT presentation for Topic 2 – Awareness of the others’ culture, 
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learning 

outputs  

 

acknowledgement of clients/patients’ diverse cultural identities. 

-Watch the videos proposed on the PPT presentation:  

-“Too quick to judge”; 

-“Gestures around the world”; 

-Look at the first image proposed  

-write if you are agree or disagree; 

-post your opionion on the discussion-board and; 

-compare with the other fellows’ ones. 

-Look at the second image proposed  

-write at least 5 what does expections, thouth and feelings from ypur 

patient’s view; 

-post you answers on discussion-board and wait for a feedback 

 

Learning Outputs: 

 

In this topic, you will learn to be aware of the other’s culture.  

  

You will be more able to consider the other’s needs and peculiarities. 

 

 

Tasks  Task 3 (1 point) 

 

1-List factors that influence communication, distinguishing verbal and no-verbal 

language 

2-For each, give a 1-5 point score (from 1-Minimum to 5-Maximum) in order to value 

how each of them influences the interpersonal communication  

 

Task 4 (1 point) 

 

3-Post your list with the score on discussion-board 

4-Read 2 to 3 entries of your fellow participants and provide a feedback at least to 

one of them, tell if you agree or disagree and why 

5-After feedbacks, did you learn other aspects that can influence interpersonal 

communication? 

 

Additional  

information or 

resources  

for different 

language 

groups, if case) 

-These activities/tasks are graded, and you may get 2 points if you post your 

comments on the Discussion board. 

-Please, note that the Learning tool may contain also the links to learning resources 

and individual tasks, for your additional information and deeper understanding.  

-For Videos: To access the video’s subtitles in English (when available), click on 

Settings / Subtitles. To translate subtitles, click on Automatic Translation (when 

available) and choose the language. 

-Additional information (including resources for different language groups) available 

on the List of Learning/Training Resources for Module 1-Topic 2 

 

Day 3: Topic 3 - Client (and family) involvement 
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Title of the 

activity:  

Instructions  

Learning 

activities and 

learning 

outputs  

 

Activity 3. 

-Read the PPT presentation for Topic 3 – Effects of culture on health beliefs and 

behaviors 

 

-Watch the video proposed on the PPT presentation: “Patient How to be a culturally 

competent nurse”  

-Reflect how go over the cultural barriers and respect the human being. 

-In your opinion, which are the right skills to better build in effective and 

meaningful cross-cultural interactions?  

-Please, list the skills and reflect if you have or not them. 

-At the end (only after your self-reflection!), you can watch the video 

proposed “Culturally Competent Care”. It shows a set of emblematic 

sentences said by important personalities, in order to point out the main 

aspects to go over the cultural barriers and respect the human being 

 

 

Learning Outputs: 

In this topic, you will learn effects of culture on health beliefs and behavior, 

considering both care-worker and client/patient cultural background. 

 

You will learn the main aspects of the cultural nursing awareness. 

 

You will understand how culture strongly influences the health beliefs. Then, you will 

be able to make yourself a culturally competent carer!!! 

 

Tasks  Task 5 (1 point) 

 

1)Following the link proposed, you can open a resource “Case Studies in Cultural 

Competency” 

2)Go to the contents and read the case-study n.5: “Language Barriers and 

Socioeconomic Status can Compromise Health Care” 

3)List: key-points of the case; the right and the wrong things; what would you do in 

the same situation? 

 

Task 6 (1 point) 

 

4)Post your list on the discussion-board; 

5)Compare your list with the other learners and give feedback each other.  

 

 

Additional  

information or 

resources  

for different 

language 

groups, if case) 

-These activities/tasks are graded, and you may get 2 points if you post your 

comments on the Discussion board. 

-Please, note that the Learning tool may contain also the links to learning resources 

and individual tasks, for your additional information and deeper understanding.  

-For Videos: To access the video’s subtitles in English (when available), click on 

Settings / Subtitles. To translate subtitles, click on Automatic Translation (when 
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available) and choose the language. 

-Additional information (including resources for different language groups) available 

on the List of Learning/Training Resources for Module 3-Topic 3 

 

 

Day 4: Topic 4 - Working in multicultural teams 

 

Title of the 

activity:  

Instructions  

Learning 

activities and 

learning 

outputs  

 

Activity 4. 

-Read the PPT presentation for Topic 4 – Awareness of cultural-stereotyping and how 

to avoid it. 

-Link the SlideShare proposed titled “Cultural Stereotypes” 

-Look at the picture Ageism Posted Revisited. In your opinion: 

-when elderly people are like the lady on the left, they feel… (list the main 
aspects they have)?  

-when elderly people are like the lady on the right, they feel… (list the main 
aspects they have)?  

-post your two lists on discussion-board and compare them with other fellow 

participants’ ones  

-Read the Case-Study and answer: 

-what you think about the story? In your opinion, why Mary is close to fire 

Alina? What Alina can do to serve your job? 

-post  your answers on discussion-board and 

-compare them with other fellows’ ones. 

-Read the video proposed “Cultural Diversity Examples -Avoid  stereotypes while 

communicating” and answer questions 

-Look at the picture proposed Stereotypes and Communication: 

-Focus on two or three squares and write the first emotion you feel. 

-What do you think about message each individual shows?  

-Please, write your answer, post them on discuss-board and compare them 

with the other fellows’ ones. 

 

Learning Outputs: 

 

In this topic, you will learn what stereotypes are and how many stereotypes run 

around the world. 

  

You will learn how cope with your stereotypes and have good relationships 

Tasks  Task 7 (1 point) 

 

1-Think to your past experience… have you ever felt stereotyped or when have you 
stereotyped another person? 

-What did it happen? 

-Which were your emotions? 

-Which was your reaction?  

 

Task 8 (1 point) 
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2-Post your experience on discussion-board, 

3-Read at least one from your fellow learners and  

4-Give her a feedback  

 

Additional  

information or 

resources  

for different 

language 

groups, if case) 

-These activities/tasks are graded, and you may get 2 points if you post your 

comments on the Discussion board. 

-Please, note that the Learning tool may contain also the links to learning resources 

and individual tasks, for your additional information and deeper understanding.  

-For Videos: To access the video’s subtitles in English (when available), click on 

Settings / Subtitles. To translate subtitles, click on Automatic Translation (when 

available) and choose the language. 

-Additional information (including resources for different language groups) available 

on the List of Learning/Training Resources for Module 3-Topic 4 

 

 

Day 5: Assessment Quiz (2 points) 

1. Tick the correct answer among the followings: 

a. Cultural Self-Awareness does not influence quality relationship with the other 

b. Cultural Awareness consists of a set of right laws  

c. Cultural Self-Awareness means culture I belong to is the best 

d. Cultural Self-Awareness implies to understand people belonging to other cultures 

2. When we speak with other people…: 
a. We should use a higher voice tone in order to help other person to understand us 

b. We should close our eyes so that other person is not influenced 

c. We can use both verbal and no-verbal language 

d. We use mostly the no-verbal language 

3.Caregiver should be aware of own and other’s culture, because: 

a.The cultural background is internalized in the minds of the speakers in an unconscious way 

b. This sentence is definitely false! 

c. Education is important to earn a lot of money   

d. The cultural background says if a person is kind or unkind 

4. There are many stereotypes around the world, and maybe all of us have a set of stereotypes. 

a. This sentence is false:  

b.The really important thing is to be aware of them 

c. Stereotypes does not influence quality of relations   

d.. Other people have stereotypes, but I do not! 

5. In order to avoid cultural stereotyping while communication 

a. It would be better to do not speak at all  

b. It would be better not being flexible 

c. Being aware of our stereotypes would be better  

d. Being aware only of other people ’s stereotypes 

 

Answer key 

1. d 

2. d 

3. a 

4. b 
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5. c 

 

MODULE 1 – ASSESSMENT: 

2 points per Day / Topic / Activity (1 point per Task) 

2 points for the Quiz 

Maximum Total Score (Module 1): 10 points 

 

MODULE 2: CULTURAL KNOWLEDGE 

Day 1: Systems of health and social care 

Title of the 

activity:  

Instructions  

Learning 

activities and 

learning 

outputs  

 

Activity 1:  

  

Read the presentation bellow "System of health and social care"  and  learn 

about the social care system, policy regulations in elderly care in Europe. 

  

You will also get knowledge and understanding of culture of care within the different 

countries/regions/communities in which you may work, which help you to adapt to 

the new social and cultural environment.  

 

Note that the Learning tool  may  contain also the links to learning resources and 

individual tasks.  

 

Activity 2:  

Watch the video “Cultural Diversity in Aged Care” at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qu0lkKfw3p4 .   

Note: To see the video’s subtitles in English,  click on Settings / Subtitles and then,  to 

translate subtitles, click  on Automatic  Translation and choose the language). 

 

Tasks   Task 1:  

Discuss with your colleagues on the  Discussion board about the influence of culture 

on the health  beliefs and behaviors   of elders 

 

This  task is graded  and you may get one  point  if you post your comments  

Additional  

information or 

resources  

for different 

language 

groups, if case ) 

 

For additional information and deepen understanding of the topic, you may find on 

the  IENE website a list of learning resources at https://iene7.eu/learning-

resources/cultural-knowledge-resources/systems-of-health-and-social-care/ . 

 

Day 2: Cultural aspects of ageing 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qu0lkKfw3p4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qu0lkKfw3p4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qu0lkKfw3p4
https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-knowledge-resources/systems-of-health-and-social-care/
https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-knowledge-resources/systems-of-health-and-social-care/
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Title of the 

activity:  

Instructions  

Learning 

activities and 

learning 

outputs  

 

Activity 1:  

  

Read about different aspects of ageing in the presentation bellow "Cultural aspects of 

ageing"  , learn about  older people’s psychology and  understand how  culture 

influence the experience and acceptance of ageing. 

 

 

Note that the Learning tool  may  contain also the links to learning resources and 

individual tasks.  

 

Activity 2: Watch the videoPerception of the Seniors  at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrEr213g2mg about how are the elderly 

perceived. 

 

Tasks  Task 1: Comment on the  Discussion board with your colleagues the questions:  

1. What are common perceptions of older people within your culture?  

2. If you think these perceptions are unhelpful stereotypes, how might 

these perceptions be changed to more accurately reflect   the older 

population? 

This  task is graded  and you may get one  point  if you post your comments.   

 

Task 2: Read the comments from other learners and think about : 

1. What differences are there between your culture and theirs?  

2. Are there any striking similarities? 

Additional  

information or 

resources  

for different 

language 

groups, if case ) 

 For additional information about  culture of care within the different 

countries/regions/communities in which you may work, you may find on the  IENE 

website a list of learning resources at https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-

knowledge-resources/cultural-aspects-of-ageing/ . 

 

Day 3: Cultural expressions of loneliness and suffering  

Title of the 

activity:  

Instructions  

Learning 

activities and 

learning 

outputs  

 

Activity 1:  

  

Read presentation bellow "Cultural expressions of loneliness and suffering "  learn 

about the causes, health effects to  understand  the cultural aspects of loneliness and 

other expressions of suffering in older people and learn some tips to prevent 

loneliness .  

 

Note that the Learning tool  may  contain also the links to learning resources and 

individual tasks.  

 

Activity 2:  Watch the video animation “Most emotional sad story: Elderly care” at  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrEr213g2mg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrEr213g2mg
https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-knowledge-resources/systems-of-health-and-social-care/
https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-knowledge-resources/systems-of-health-and-social-care/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9GusTghqiKg
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9GusTghqiKg  and reflect at  the consequences 

of the attitude of the son for  the  old mother.  

Tasks   

Task 1: Discuss  with your colleagues about how the  attitude of the family causes the 

loneliness  of the older  people.  

This  task is graded  and you may get one  point  if you post your comments.  

 

Additional  

information or 

resources  

for different 

language 

groups, if case ) 

 

For additional information about  loneliness , you may find on the  IENE website a list 

of learning resources at https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-knowledge-

resources/cultural-aspects-of-loneliness-and-suffering/ . 

 

Day 4: Dementia and influence of culture 

Title of the 

activity:  

Instructions  

Learning 

activities and 

learning 

outputs  

 

Activity 1:  

  

Read the presentation "Dementia and influence of culture "  and   learn about about 

different aspects of dementia and influence of culture on patient’s, family’s and care 

worker’s experience. 

 

You will have knowledge and understanding of people with dementia needs , their 

family needs and  respect of human rights in relation to culture and compassion. 

  

  

Note that the Learning tool  may  contain also the links to learning resources and 

individual tasks.  

 

Activity 2:  

Watch the   videos produced by UCLA Alzheimer’s and Dementia Care Program , 

available at https://www.uclahealth.org/dementia/caregiver-education-videos . 

 

Note: To see the video’s subtitles in English,  click on Settings / Subtitles and then,  to 

translate subtitles, click  on Automatic  Translation and choose the language). 

 

Tasks   

Task 1:  

Ddownload pdf document “Take Action worksheet “  available at 

https://www.uclahealth.org/dementia/workfiles/TakeActionWorksheet.pdf   or  doc 

document at 

https://www.uclahealth.org/dementia/workfiles/TakeActionWorksheet.docx  ) 

Choose one of the video  and  record steps taken and  your ideas using  the sheet.  

 

Task 2:  

 Comment on the  Discussion boardwith your peers interested in this tool about how 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9GusTghqiKg
https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-knowledge-resources/cultural-aspects-of-loneliness-and-suffering/
https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-knowledge-resources/cultural-aspects-of-loneliness-and-suffering/
https://www.uclahealth.org/dementia/caregiver-education-videos
https://www.uclahealth.org/dementia/workfiles/TakeActionWorksheet.pdf
https://www.uclahealth.org/dementia/workfiles/TakeActionWorksheet.pdf
https://www.uclahealth.org/dementia/workfiles/TakeActionWorksheet.docx
https://www.uclahealth.org/dementia/workfiles/TakeActionWorksheet.docx
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minimize the occurrence of the  behavior presented ( What happened? Why did it 

happen? What were the triggers to the behavior?  What can the caregiver  do to 

achieve a better outcome?.) 

  

This  task is graded  and you may get two  points  if you post your comments.  

Additional  

information or 

resources  

for different 

language 

groups, if case ) 

 

For additional information and deepen understanding of the topic, you may find on 

the  IENE website a list of learning resources at https://iene7.eu/learning-

resources/cultural-knowledge-resources/dementia-and-influience-of-culture/ . 

 

Day 5: Assessment Quiz 

1. In which countries do well-developed formal care systems for the elderly? 

a) In northern countries like Norway and Sweden 

b) In countries of Central and Eastern Europe 

c) In southern European countries like Italy and Spain 

2. Notion of ‘ageing well’ presumes 

a) Accepting physical changes of aging 

a) Independently manage regular activities of living  

c)  Independence and active contributions to the society 

3.A person is suffering from  loneliness if :   

a) Living alone 

b) Being alone  

c) Has personal, subjective sense of lacking desired affection, closeness, and social interaction with others 

 

4.Dementia is  

a) As a normal part of ageing 

b) An irreversible disease of the brain  

c) Something metaphysical, linked to supernatural or spiritual beliefs.  

This  quiz  is graded: You may get one  point  for every correct answer.   

Correct answers 1-a; 2-c; 3-c; 4-b. 

 

 

 

MODULE 3: CULTURAL SENSITIVITY 

https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-knowledge-resources/dementia-and-influience-of-culture/
https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-knowledge-resources/dementia-and-influience-of-culture/
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Day 1: Topic 1 - Intercultural Communication  

 

Title of the 

activity:  

Instructions  

Learning 

activities and 

learning 

outputs  

 

Activity 1. 

-Read the PPT presentation for Topic 1 – Intercultural Communication. 

-Watch the video proposed on the PPT presentation: “Incompetent vs. Competent 

Cultural Care”. 

Learning Outputs: 

In this topic you will learn about different aspects of good communication, and 

communication skills in patient care.  

You will also understand the characteristics of effective communication with people 

of different cultures and address and eliminate linguistic barriers to communication in 

health care settings. 

Tasks  Task 1 (1 point) 

Answer the following questions, and share your answers on the discussion board:  

1. What kind of strategies do you use to overcome the barriers that affect 

communication in your daily life? 

2. Do you think there are too many stereotypes, prejudices, etc. in 

multicultural communication? 

Task 2 (1 point) 

Read the comments from other learners on the discussion board, and answer the 

following questions: 

3. What differences are there between your culture and theirs?  

4. Are there any striking similarities? 

Additional  

information or 

resources  

for different 

language 

groups, if case) 

-These activities/tasks are graded, and you may get 2 points if you post your 

comments on the Discussion board. 

-Please, note that the Learning tool may contain also the links to learning resources 

and individual tasks, for your additional information and deeper understanding.  

-For Videos: To access the video’s subtitles in English (when available), click on 

Settings / Subtitles. To translate subtitles, click on Automatic Translation (when 
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available) and choose the language. 

-Additional information (including resources for different language groups) available 

on the List of Learning/Training Resources for Module 3-Topic 1 

 

Day 2: Topic 2 - Culturally sensitive compassion, respect and acceptance 

 

Title of the 

activity:  

Instructions  

Learning 

activities and 

learning 

outputs  

 

Activity 2. 

-Read the PPT presentation for Topic 2 – Culturally sensitive compassion, respect and 

acceptance. 

-Watch the video proposed on the PPT presentation: “Compassion, dignity and 

respect in health care”. 

Learning Outputs: 

In this topic, you will learn about different components of culturally competent care. 

You will also understand the importance of distinguishing and assimilating these 

components to provide quality care, facilitating respect, compassion and acceptance. 

Tasks  Task 3 (1 point) 

Answer the following questions, and share your answers on the discussion board:  

1. Do you think it is necessary to gain these skills to provide quality care? 

2. Give an example of a situation in which you put in practice one or more of 

the fundamental values. 

Task 4 (1 point) 

Read the comments from other learners on the discussion board, and answer the 

following questions: 

3. What differences are there between your culture and theirs?  

4. Are there any striking similarities? 

Additional  

information or 

resources  

-These activities/tasks are graded, and you may get 2 points if you post your 

comments on the Discussion board. 

-Please, note that the Learning tool may contain also the links to learning resources 
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for different 

language 

groups, if case) 

and individual tasks, for your additional information and deeper understanding.  

-For Videos: To access the video’s subtitles in English (when available), click on 

Settings / Subtitles. To translate subtitles, click on Automatic Translation (when 

available) and choose the language. 

-Additional information (including resources for different language groups) available 

on the List of Learning/Training Resources for Module 3-Topic 2 

 

Day 3: Topic 3 - Client (and family) involvement 

 

Title of the 

activity:  

Instructions  

Learning 

activities and 

learning 

outputs  

 

Activity 3. 

-Read the PPT presentation for Topic 3 – Client (and family) involvement. 

-Watch the video proposed on the PPT presentation: “Patient Empathy: It Starts with 

You”. 

Learning Outputs: 

In this topic, you will learn about the need to acquire cultural competence to care for 

older people, their families and their environment. 

You will also understand some keys to acquire it. 

Tasks  Task 5 (1 point) 

Answer the following questions, and share your answers on the discussion board:  

1. Who are my patients, families and co-workers?  

2. How can I learn about them? 

3. What are my beliefs about this group? 

Task 6 (1 point) 

Read the comments from other learners on the discussion board, and answer the 

following questions: 

4. What differences are there between your culture and theirs?  

5. Are there any striking similarities? 
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Additional  

information or 

resources  

for different 

language 

groups, if case) 

-These activities/tasks are graded, and you may get 2 points if you post your 

comments on the Discussion board. 

-Please, note that the Learning tool may contain also the links to learning resources 

and individual tasks, for your additional information and deeper understanding.  

-For Videos: To access the video’s subtitles in English (when available), click on 

Settings / Subtitles. To translate subtitles, click on Automatic Translation (when 

available) and choose the language. 

-Additional information (including resources for different language groups) available 

on the List of Learning/Training Resources for Module 3-Topic 3 

 

 

Day 4: Topic 4 - Working in multicultural teams 

 

 

Title of the 

activity:  

Instructions  

Learning 

activities and 

learning 

outputs  

 

Activity 4. 

-Read the PPT presentation for Topic 4 – Working in multicultural teams. 

-Watch the video proposed on the PPT presentation: “What does it mean to work in a 

multicultural team?” 

Learning Outputs: 

In this topic, you will learn about the importance of working as a team. 

You will also learn strategies for managing diversity and working in group. 

Tasks  Task 7 (1 point) 

Answer the following questions, and share your answers on the discussion board:  

1.Have you experienced any difficult situation working in a multicultural team? What 

strategies did you use to deal with it? 

2.Would you add any other piece of advice to the list? 

Task 8 (1 point) 

Read the comments from other learners on the discussion board, and answer the 

following questions: 

1.What differences are there between your culture and theirs?  

2.Are there any striking similarities? 
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Additional  

information or 

resources  

for different 

language 

groups, if case) 

-These activities/tasks are graded, and you may get 2 points if you post your 

comments on the Discussion board. 

-Please, note that the Learning tool may contain also the links to learning resources 

and individual tasks, for your additional information and deeper understanding.  

-For Videos: To access the video’s subtitles in English (when available), click on 

Settings / Subtitles. To translate subtitles, click on Automatic Translation (when 

available) and choose the language. 

-Additional information (including resources for different language groups) available 

on the List of Learning/Training Resources for Module 3-Topic 4 

 

Day 5: Assessment Quiz (2 points) 

1. Which is the third construct of the Papadopoulos, Tilki and Taylor Model for Cultural Competence?  

a. Cultural Awareness 

b. Cultural Knowledge 

c. Cultural Sensitivity 

d. Cultural Competence 

2. Which of the following is NOT a tip for Effective Cross-Cultural Communication? 

a. Be flexible 

b. Listen actively 

c. Respect differences 

d. Stereotyping 

e. Recognize the complexity 

3. “Compassion” is one of the components and core values for culturally competent care, by demonstrating 

genuine care and showing warmth, understanding and empathy. 

a. True 

b. False 

4. Patient and family involvement in care implies: 

a. Educating patients and families 

b. Listening to them 

c. Taking them seriously 

d. Respecting their valuable perspectives 

e. All options are correct 

5. Regarding working in multicultural teams, there is a direct link between effective teamwork and the quality of 

patient care. 

a. True 

b. False 

 

Answer key 

1. c 

2. d 

3. a 

4. e 

5. a 

MODULE 3 – ASSESSMENT: 
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2 points per Day / Topic / Activity (1 point per Task) 

2 points for the Quiz 

Maximum Total Score (Module 3): 10 points 

 

MODULE 4: CULTURAL COMPETENCE 

 

 

Day 1: Topic 1 - European law, national legislation, policies and guidelines and best practice   

 

Title of the 

activity:  

Instructions  

Learning 

activities and 

learning 

outputs  

 

Activity 1. 

Read the PPT presentation “European law, national legislation, policies and guidelines 

and best practice”   

https://iene7.eu/online-course/cultural-competence/legal-aspects-of-equality-and-

discrimination-guidelines-policies-best-practice-of-ageism/  

Note that the Learning tool contains also the links to learning resources and individual 

tasks to do.  

For additional information and deepen understanding of the topic, you may find on 

the  IENE website a list of learning resources at https://iene7.eu/learning-

resources/cultural-competences-resources/ 

Activity 2 

Access the document  by clicking on the link and  read  full document  at 

https://iene7.eu/es/online-course/cultural-competence/legal-aspects-of-equality-

and-discrimination-guidelines-policies-best-practice-of-ageism/ 

Learning Outputs: 

In this topic you will learn the basic concepts of cultural competence and you can 

enhance your knowledge about the principles of equality, non-discriminatory practice, 

confidentiality and trustworthiness.  

Tasks a) Make a list of the key points in the document  

b) Click on the button Join Discussion and post your reflection about the key 

points on the discussion board.   

c) Read at least 5 entries from other participants and provide feedback to them.  

Additional  

information or 

resources for 

different 

language 

groups, if case 

These activities/tasks are graded, and you may get 2 points if you post your 

comments on the Discussion board. 

-Please, note that the Learning tool may contain also the links to learning resources 

and individual tasks, for your additional information and deeper understanding.  

-For Videos: To access the video’s subtitles in English (when available), click on 

Settings / Subtitles. To translate subtitles, click on Automatic Translation (when 

available) and choose the language. 

Note that the Learning tool contains also the links to learning resources and individual 

tasks to do.  

For additional information and deepen understanding of the topic, you may find on 

the  IENE website a list of learning resources at https://iene7.eu/learning-

https://iene7.eu/online-course/cultural-competence/legal-aspects-of-equality-and-discrimination-guidelines-policies-best-practice-of-ageism/
https://iene7.eu/online-course/cultural-competence/legal-aspects-of-equality-and-discrimination-guidelines-policies-best-practice-of-ageism/
https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-competences-resources/
https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-competences-resources/
https://iene7.eu/es/online-course/cultural-competence/legal-aspects-of-equality-and-discrimination-guidelines-policies-best-practice-of-ageism/
https://iene7.eu/es/online-course/cultural-competence/legal-aspects-of-equality-and-discrimination-guidelines-policies-best-practice-of-ageism/
https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-competences-resources/
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resources/cultural-competences-resources/ 
 

Day 2: Topic 2 - Culturally competent assessment   

 

Title of the 

activity:  

Instructions  

Learning 

activities and 

learning 

outputs  

 

Activity 1 

Read the presentation bellow “Culturally competent assessment“  

Please read Mrs Thompson’s case study which you can find on slide 4.  

Answer the following questions:  

What are the issues outlined in the case study above?  

What could have been done to avoid the misunderstandings?  

What could have been done to ensure the provision of culturally competent and 

compassionate care to Mrs Thompson? 

https://iene7.eu/online-course/cultural-competence/culturally-competent-

assessment-of-social-care-needs-of-older-people/  

For additional information and deepen understanding of the topic, you may find on 

the  IENE website a list of learning resources at https://iene7.eu/learning-

resources/cultural-competences-resources/ 

Activity 2. 

Watch the following 3.43 minutes video entitled: What is Cultural Competence in 

Healthcare? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rEtZChPb-

6c&ab_channel=ArthurWitkowski 

NOTE:  This video is subtitled.  To see subtitles, Click on Settings button, Click on 

Subtitles menu and Choose a language. To see the subtitles in your language, click on 

Automatic Translation and choose your language  

Activity 3 

Watch and listen a presentation about the Papadopoulos, Talky and Taylor model of 

cultural competence. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ePkAqEv9OuI 

Learning Outputs: 

This topic will help you to learn how to assess an older person’s healthcare needs 

through a number of activities  

Tasks  a) Click on the button Joint Discussion and post your answers to the three 

questions in activity 1 to the discussion board. 

b) List the key points made in Professor Papadopoulos’ presentation and post 

them onto the discussion board.  

c) Read 2 to 3 entries of your fellow participants and provide feedback to one of 

them 

Additional  

information or 

resources  

for different 

language 

groups, if case) 

-These activities/tasks are graded, and you may get 2 points if you post your 

comments on the Discussion board. 

-Please, note that the Learning tool may contain also the links to learning resources 

and individual tasks, for your additional information and deeper understanding.  

-For Videos: To access the video’s subtitles in English (when available), click on 

Settings / Subtitles. To translate subtitles, click on Automatic Translation (when 

available) and choose the language. 

https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-competences-resources/
https://iene7.eu/online-course/cultural-competence/culturally-competent-assessment-of-social-care-needs-of-older-people/
https://iene7.eu/online-course/cultural-competence/culturally-competent-assessment-of-social-care-needs-of-older-people/
https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-competences-resources/
https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-competences-resources/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rEtZChPb-6c&ab_channel=ArthurWitkowski
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rEtZChPb-6c&ab_channel=ArthurWitkowski
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ePkAqEv9OuI
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-Additional information (including resources for different language groups) available 

on the List of Learning/Training Resources for Module 4-Topic 2 
 

 

Day 3: Topic 3 - Person centered care 

 

 

Title of the 

activity:  

Instructions  

Learning 

activities and 

learning 

outputs  

 

Activity 1. 

Based on the knowledge you have gained so far, define person centred care.  

Click on the button Join Discussion and uplead your definition on the discussion 

board. 

Read at least 5 entries from your fellow participants and provide feedback to a 

minimum of 3 of them. 

Activity 2 

Read the article “What person-centered care means” by the Royal College of Nursing 

(UK) by clicking on this link https://rcni.com/hosted-content/rcn/first-steps/what-

person-centred-care-means 

Activity 3 

a) In the presentation bellow, re-read Mrs. Thompson’s case study.  

b) Based on the information in the case study and the article you have read, write a 

short essay (500 words) on the key elements of person centered care. 

c)  Click on the button Join Discussion and post this on the discussion board.  

d) Read as many entries from your fellow participants as you wish and provide 

feedback to 2-3 of them 

https://iene7.eu/it/online-course/cultural-awareness/cultural-self-awareness/   

For additional information and deepen understanding of the topic, you may find on 

the  IENE website a list of learning resources at https://iene7.eu/learning-

resources/cultural-competences-resources/ 

Learning Outputs: 

In this topic you will learn the importance of person centred culturally appropriate 

and compassionate care 

Additional  

information or 

resources  

for different 

language 

groups, if case) 

-These activities/tasks are graded, and you may get 2 points if you post your 

comments on the Discussion board. 

-Please, note that the Learning tool may contain also the links to learning resources 

and individual tasks, for your additional information and deeper understanding.  

-For Videos: To access the video’s subtitles in English (when available), click on 

Settings / Subtitles. To translate subtitles, click on Automatic Translation (when 

available) and choose the language. 

-Additional information (including resources for different language groups) available 

on the List of Learning/Training Resources for Module 3-Topic 3 
 

 

Day 4: Topic 4 - Safeguarding and advocacy 

 

 

Title of the Instructions  

https://rcni.com/hosted-content/rcn/first-steps/what-person-centred-care-means
https://rcni.com/hosted-content/rcn/first-steps/what-person-centred-care-means
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=ro&prev=_t&sl=en&tl=ro&u=https://iene7.eu/it/online-course/cultural-awareness/cultural-self-awareness/
https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-competences-resources/
https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-competences-resources/
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activity:  

Learning 

activities and 

learning 

outputs  

 

Activity 4. 

Read the document “Safeguarding older people from abuse and neglect” by Age UK, 

which you can access by clicking on this link 

https://www.ageuk.org.uk/globalassets/age-

uk/documents/factsheets/fs78_safeguarding_older_people_from_abuse_fcs.pdf 

a) Provide a list of the key point from the document 

b) Click on the button Joint Discussion and upload it to the discussion board.  

Read the 3-5 entries from other participants and provide feedback to a minimum of 3 

of them 

Activity 2 

Watch the “Safeguarding – raising awareness”  YouTube video  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dv7pBKTDbto 

NOTE:  This video is subtitled.   

To see subtitles, Click on Settings button, Click on Subtitles menu and Choose a 

language.  

 To see the subtitles in your language,  click  on Automatic  Translation and choose 

your language 

Activity 3: 

See the presentation bellow.  

a) Consider Mrs Thompson’s case study and answer the following question:  How 

can Mrs Thompson’s safeguarding and lack of advocacy be addressed in cultural 

competent ways?  

b) Click on the button Joint Discussion and upload your answer in the discuss ion 

board.  

c) Read 3-5 entries from other participants and provide feedback to a minimum of 3 

of them. 

https://iene7.eu/it/online-course/cultural-awareness/cultural-self-awareness/  

For additional information and deepen understanding of the topic, you may find on 

the  IENE website a list of learning resources at https://iene7.eu/learning-

resources/cultural-competences-resources/ 

 

Learning Outputs: 

In this topic, you will learn to explore advocacy for the patient’s human rights of older 

people including that of safeguarding 

Additional  

information or 

resources  

for different 

language 

groups, if case) 

-These activities/tasks are graded, and you may get 2 points if you post your 

comments on the Discussion board. 

-Please, note that the Learning tool may contain also the links to learning resources 

and individual tasks, for your additional information and deeper understanding.  

-For Videos: To access the video’s subtitles in English (when available), click on 

Settings / Subtitles. To translate subtitles, click on Automatic Translation (when 

available) and choose the language. 

-Additional information (including resources for different language groups) available 

on the List of Learning/Training Resources for Module 4-Topic 4 

 

Module 4 Quizz  

https://www.ageuk.org.uk/globalassets/age-uk/documents/factsheets/fs78_safeguarding_older_people_from_abuse_fcs.pdf
https://www.ageuk.org.uk/globalassets/age-uk/documents/factsheets/fs78_safeguarding_older_people_from_abuse_fcs.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dv7pBKTDbto
https://iene7.eu/it/online-course/cultural-awareness/cultural-self-awareness/
https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-competences-resources/
https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-competences-resources/
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1. Is cultural knowledge the first construct of the Papadopoulos, Tilki and Taylor Model for Cultural 

Competence? 

- True 

- False  

2. Tick which of the following main constructs are part of the Papadopoulos, Tilki and Taylor Model for 

Cultural Competence? 

a) Cultural sensitivity 

b) Cultural awareness 

c) Cultural knowledge 

d) Cultural communication 

e) Cultural competence 

f) Cultural identity 

3. Safeguarding is the sole responsibility of the health/social care of the managers in an organisation . 

- True 

- False 

4. Over a third of people over 75 years of age have physical, mental or sensory impairments that restrict 

them to some extent. 

- True 

- False 

5. Discrimination on the basis of age is prohibited in general terms by the treaties of the European Union.  

- True 

- False
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PILOTING THE  MOOC 

The MOOC was piloted with 276 participants recruited by the partners from the target groups and other 

participants from Europe have enrolled to the MOOC via web.  

A number of 16 trainers from partner organizations and volunteers have been trained to conduct learning 

activities in the MOOC.  

The MOOC offered a better preparation of the caregivers, with impact on health care organizations at regional 

and European.  

Delivering and piloting the course were carried out in the following steps:  

-Disseminate information about the MOOC to targeted persons through e-mail, group discussions, social media, 

face to face meetings or direct phone contact, spreading  out the brochures, flyers, posters and the Newsletter 

no. 3, press releases and articles for national media,  presentation  the MOC in different events , link to the 

MOOC on the organization’s  website and other websites,  etc.  

-Recruting participants  for the MOOC, from the target groups. Other participants are expected to enroll vie web.  

-Trainers from partner organizations, with the aid of facilitators   conducting learning activities: they   enrolled  

the recruited  learners  in the Languages groups and   conducted the learning on the platform,  tutoring their 

learning, groups' activities, involving learners in cooperative learning and communication using, blogs, discussion 

board, journals, wikis as well as assessing the achievements.  

The  facilitators  selected and trained by the partners,  facilitated the  learning for   participants, enrolled via 

website: these participants were  put in groups. Each group   had one or more facilitators.  

-Providing technical support to MOOC facilitators and participants.  

-Collecting data about the learning results,  evaluation of the the Model , Curriculum,  learning methodology,  

content and resources and  making the Report of the MOOC evaluation.  

-Publishing the MOOC on the project platform, including the methodology, content and evaluation results.  

Training methodology 

The training methodology was based on co-learning through co-creation. The activities were primarily based on 

individual learning activities, and by group co-learning, co-creation activities or sharing information in the MOOC 

community such as personal reflections on discussion boards and personal contributions with posts on the blogs, 

wikis,  journals, sharing files etc.  

On the MOOC community, the participants publish the avatars or information about them. They also was 

contacted by mail, from the platform. 

Users were enrolled by the instructors or registered via web. They were completed the course in a period of six 

weeks. The students were graded after completing all modules, the final assessment quiz and the course 
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evaluation questionnaire. The participant who completed the course and have earned a number of points, they 

received  certificates and obtained badges.  

 

SAMPLES OF THE LEARN ING ACTIVITIES 

 

WEEK 1–INTRODUCTION 
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WEEK 2:   MODULE 1-   CULTURAL AWARENESS 

 

 

 

https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-awaereness-resources/
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WEEK 3: MODULE 2-CULTURAL KNOWLEDGE 

 

 

 

 

https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-knowledge-resources/
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WEEK 4: MODULE 3-   CULTURAL SENSITIVITY 
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WEEK 5 -  MODULE 4: CULTURAL  COMPETENCES 

 

 

https://iene7.eu/learning-resources/cultural-competences-resources/
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WEEK 6: SYNTHESIS AND ASSESSMENT 

Activity 1 
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REPORT ON DELIVERING  AND PILOTING THE MOOC 

PARTICIPANTS 

 

Number of participants enrolled: 276 from wich 233 participants provided personal data to complete the following table. 

Number of participants who completed the course: 145 

Number of language groups: 16 

Number of trainers and facilitators  enrolled:  27 

 

 

  

STATUS 
 

QUALIFICATION 

 

OCCUPATION 

 

Country 

of 

residence 

Ethnic 

background 

M
a

n
 

W
o

m
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n
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U
n

e
m

p
lo

y
e

d
  

Romania  Romanian 13 50 63 0 0 8 1 2 52 0 0 0 11 18 34 

UK 

Germany 

Spain 

Belgium 

English,African 

Spanish,Asian 

Greek,Turkish, 

Irish 

6 28 10 4 0 10 0 1 3 5 1 0 3 13 2 

Spain 

 -Spanish 56 

-South 

America 

(Peru) 2 

12 46 55 3 0 11 31 11 1 4 9 36 7 6 1 

57 Italy 

(Catania) 

1 

Germany 

1 Burkina 

Faso 

 

52 Italy 

2 Russia 

2 Burkina Faso 

1 Benim 

1 Senegal 

1 Europe-

Caucasian 

12 47 52 7 - - 3 9 1 46 7 3 4 36 9 

Italy 

(Ortona) 

8 Italian 

1 Albanian 1 

10 Romanian  

0 19 9 10 0 0 0 1 10 8 0 0 10 7 2 

TOTAL 43 190 189 24 0 29 35 24 67 63 17 39 35 80 48 

                

 

Project target group consisted in qualified individuals such us as nurses (13%), nursing aid (16%), elderly caregivers (12%), 

students and trainers in nursing field (30%) and workers in other sectors (29%). 
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Also, regarding occupation of MOOC participants, 8 % are working in elderly care organizations, 18% are working in home 

care system, 16 % are workers in healthcare, 36 % are working in other sectors and 22 % are unemployed.  

 

 
 

 

Most of the participants, 30% were nursing students and many of them wanting to work abroad after graduation and, as a 

rule, those working abroad start working in elderly care institutions. So it is very important for them to attend this course 

and  we involved as many students as possible in this course,  considering that there is only one module in the curriculum 

for the care of the elderly, and the topics intercultural education are not present in the Curriculum. 

Also, the vast majority were females learners, aprox. 83%. 

 

QUALIFICATION 

Nurses Nursing aids Elderly caregivers Students/trainees in nursing field Other qualification

OCCUPATION 

Unemployed Home care Healtcare
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Regarding the social status of the course participants, 88 % was citizens form partners organization and 12 % was migrants.  

Many participants were from disadvantaged groups 23% of them being unemployed.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gender 

Women Men

Citizenship 

Citizens Migrants
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ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING THE LEARNING: 

Trainers from partner organizations, with the aid of facil itators  conducted learning activities: they  enrolled  the recruited  

learners   in the Languages groups and   conducted the learning on the platform,  tutoring their learning, groups' activities, 

involving learners in cooperative learning and communication using, blogs, discussion board, journals, wikis as well as 

assessing the achievements.  

The trainers and facil itators created an announcement regarding the MOOC and posted on facebook personal pages, also 

sent it to the mailing l ists via e-mail, in order to involve as many people as possible. 

The participant recruited by partners, were grouped in 16 languages groups and were monitored and evaluated by 27 

facil itators and trainers. 

Means of communication with learners were the course platform, through private or group messages and comments on 

students' messages, face-to-face meetings of introduction, follow-up and resolution of doubts, -weekly, availability of face-

to-face, telephone and online (email) assistance. 

The evaluation and grading monitoring was done weekly and the learners received feedback and enc ouragement in terms 

of carrying out the necessary activities on the course platform. 

Facilitators tasks were: 

- Write a welcome message to the group and information on his/her role; 

- Each facil itator  spent minimum of 30 minutes per day reading discussions and; blogs and monitoring participant ’s 

engagement with the course;  

- Each facil itator   sent at least one piece of feedback to one participant or if appropriate to the whole group each day over 

the period of the course (six weeks); 

- Each facil itator   responded to participants questions at least twice per week; 

- The feedback provided must be constructive and motivational; 

- Facil itators   sent reminder messages if considered necessary, aimed at keeping a s many participants ’ compliance with the 

time table; 

- Facil itators monitored  the behavior of participants and remind them about the code of conduct in all  their interactions 

with each other. 

The facil itators graded the participants  

To finish the course, the participants have  complete the 4 module quizzes and summative evaluation assignment, pre-

course post course  and MOOC evaluation and earn at least 50 points  

 

Learning activities and grading points 

Learning Activity Tasks  Type of ACTIVITY  Grading 
points  Individual 

learning 
Group 
activity  

WEEK 1: INTRODUCTION      

Welcome to  the  course! Information/MOOC 
setting  

X   
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What is the MOOC? Information X   

How can you succeed  in the MOOC Information X   

Participant consent Quiz X  2 

Pre MOOC questionnaire (self assessment) Quiz X  2 

Getting know each other (Introduce yourself)   Discussion board   2  

WEEK 2: CULTURAL AWARENESS     

 Day 1: Cultural Self-Awareness 
 

Information&Tasks& 
Discussion  

X X 2 

Day 2: Awareness of the others’ culture, Information&Tasks& 
Discussion 

X X 2 

Day 3:  Effects of culture on health beliefs and behaviour, Information&Tasks& 
Discussion 

X X 2 

Day 4: Awareness of cultural-stereotyping and how to avoid it 
 

Information&Tasks& 
Discussion 

X X 2 

Day 5:  Assessment  Quiz X  10 

WEEK 3: CULTURAL KNOWLEDGE      

Day 1: Systems of health and social care Information&Tasks& 
Discussion  

X X 2 

Day 2: Cultural aspects of ageing Information&Tasks& 
Discussion 

X X 2 

Day 3: Cultural expressions of loneliness and suffering Information&Tasks& 
Discussion 

X X 2 

Day 4: Dementia and influence of culture 
 

Information&Tasks& 
Discussion 

X X 2 

Day 5:  Assessment  Quiz X  10 

WEEK 4: CULTURAL SENSITIVITY      

Day 1: Intercultural Communication Information&Tasks& 
Discussion  

X X 2 

Day 2: Culturally sensitive compassion, respect and acceptance 
 

Information&Tasks& 
Discussion 

X X 2 

Day 3:  Client and family involvement Information&Tasks& 
Discussion 

X X 2 

Day 4: Working in multicultural teams 
 

Information&Tasks& 
Discussion 

X X 2 

Day 5:  Assessment  Quiz X  10 

WEEK 5: CULTURAL COMPETENCE   X   

Day 1: European law, national legislation, policies and guidelines 
and best practice 

Information&Tasks& 
Discussion  

X X 2 

Day 2: Culturally competent assessment Information&Tasks& 
Discussion 

X X 2 

Day 3: Person centered care Information&Tasks& 
Discussion 

X X 2 

Day 4: Safeguarding and advocacy Information&Tasks& 
Discussion 

X X 2 

Day 5:  Assessment  Quiz X  10 

WEEK 6: SYNTHESIS AND EVALUATION      

Webinar  Attendance  X 6 

MY MOOC  Jurney –Discussion  Discussion   X 2 

My MOOC Jurney  -essay Essay X X 10 

Course evaluation Quiz X  2 

Post-MOOC evaluation (self –assessment)   Quiz X  2 

   TOTAL 100 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r8avYQ5ZqM0&feature=related
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STEPS IN DELIVERING AND PILOTING THE MOOC  

 Trainers and facil itators graded the learning activities and contribution of participants during the MOOC and send 

to the coordinator the Report on grading 

 Every Partner Organization sent a National Report on the MOOC  delivering and piloting with the key findings 

about and learners ’ expectations and the impact of the MOOC on participants  

 Edunet   collected data from the Pre-course, post course and MOOC evaluation about the learning results,  

evaluation of the Model, Curriculum, learning methodology, content and resources and MOOC impact of the 

participants.   

 

PARTICIPANTS ’  ACHIEVEMNETS 

The trainers and facil itators graded the participants.  

 A number of 145 participants completed the course (53 %) of 276 people who enrolled in the MOOC (47%).  

 

 

 

The results of the assessment are:  

 Number of participants who achieved the course  (got Course achievement badge) >50p   -   59 (51%) 

 Number of participants who  got Group contribution badge  > 70p      -  38 (32%) 

 Number of participants who  got Leadership badge                   > 90p     -  48 ( 4%) 

 Number of participants who didn’t achieved the course  < 50 p    -  43 (4%) 

 Number of participants who  withdrew  the course     0 p      – 88 (7%) 

 

0
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100

participants completed the

course people who enrolled in the

MOOC

The situation of the people enrolled in MOOC 

participants completed the course people who enrolled in the MOOC
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IMPACT ON THE PARTICIPANTS 

Learners’ expectations 

The learning expectations were  extracted from the Pre-course questionnaires completed by the participants in the first 

week as well as from the board  discussions.  

No. of participants who have completed the Pre course questionnaire =  184  

51 

38 

48 43 

88 

RESULTS OF THE ASSESSMENT 

Participants with Course achievement badge Participants with Course contribution badge

Participants with Course leadership badge Participants who didn’t achieved the course   

Participants who  withdrew  the course

The most important knowledge , skil ls and understandings expected  to increase in this course  

1. Cultural knowledge 
34 

2. Knowledge and understandings of  social,  care system, policy regulations in 

Europe 38 

3. Cultural awareness  
29 

4. Cultural communication skills  
43 

5. Social skills 
77 

6. Skil ls of interaction and relationships with  elders and their families  
99 

7. Foreign languages skil ls  
25 

8. Digital skills 
21 

Other outcomes / benefits the participants expected to achieve at the conclusion of the coursewere:   

- to acquire new knowledge and skil ls in the care of the elderly 
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The most important knowledge , skills and understandings the participants increased in  this course 

At the end of the course,  in the last week, the participants completed a  Post–course questionnaires where they 

appreciated the knowledge, skil ls and understandings  they achieved.    

No. of participants who have completed the questionnaire = 145  

1. Cultural knowledge 

 144 

2. Knowledge and understandings of  social,  care system, policy regulations in Europe 

 141 

3. Cultural awareness 

 141  

4. Cultural communication skills 

 138 

5. Social skills 

 144 

6. Skil ls of interaction and relationships with  elders 

 142 

7. Foreign languages skil ls 

 136 

8. Digital skills 

 128 

- better skil ls, l ike: social, digital, foreign languages  

- ability to approach and encourage the elderly 

- cultural awareness 

- digital skills 

- social skills 

- improving professional competencies  

- achieving as many is possible skills and competence regarding elders care  

- improving foreign language skil ls 

- understanding the needs of the elderly 

- understand people of different cultures  

- interact with people from other countries, in order to understand their work environment 

- official certificate 

- cultural exchange 

- international experience due to multicultural presence 

- cultural communication skills  

- improving the competencies learned in school  

- expand knowledge about health in older people and geriatric pathologies  

- better understanding of the attitudes of users of the institution and their families in order to perform 

my work better 

The participants also expected this course to benefit for their professional work:  

-  to have a job in elderly care 

- I'm sure I'l l  learn a lot of new things which will  be useful for me in my future jobs and I will  develop new 

skil ls after attending this course 

- at the end of this course I hope to achieve many knowledge and skil ls in eledery care field  

- first of all , I think this course it will  help me find a job in the field I'm preparing for 

- I think this course will  be beneficial to my career because I will  gain new knowledge and skil ls in 

elderly care 

- I hope this course will  help me become better to care of the elderly 

- to have better chances to get a job in healthcare domain 

- improving professional skills 
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Other important impact 

No. of participants who have completed the questionnaire = 144 

 

1. Improved levels of your professional profi le 

 
141 

2. Developed cultural, social , digital and language competence 

 
138 

3. .Increased language competences   and communication skil ls among other learners of 

different languages  

 

137 

4. Increased level of digital competence and skil ls for using social media  

 
137 

5. Greater understanding and responsiveness to social, ethnic, l inguistic and cultural 

diversity 

 

141 

6. Increased cultural knowledge and developed skil ls of cultural communication 

 

141 

7. Abilities to cope with the and social relations with elders and their family when doing 

your job; 136 

8. New attitude and values relating to the cultural awareness and the European citizenship 140 

9. Increased motivation and satisfaction in their work 

 

141 

10. Increased opportunities for employability and  for professional development 140 
 

Added value for the learners 

Comparing the participants ’ expectations with their results and impact issues from the post-course questionnaire as well as 

from  the Final assignment and Discussion My MOOC journey in the fifth week, it results that participant ’s expectations 

have been met.  

They wanted to learn and / or improve their professional knowledge about the care of older people, such as cultural 

awareness, cultural knowledge, cultural competence, cultural sensitivity and this course met their expectations. Also, this 

can be seen through the active participation of students, by successfully completing the quizzes, which synthesized the daily 

activities of each module. 

Learners were impressed by the course and the learning tools, most participants did not take part in such an online course. 

They have learned how to be culturally competent in the care of the elderly and they have become more aware of the 

importance of communication, intercultural and social competences. 

Relevant quotes of participants.  

-"My learning experience was really exciting and I discovered a lot of useful things in caring for old people."  

"A very interesting course, from which I learned a lot of the many things that I will  use in my future medical field."  

-“I have learned so many new and interesting things, we have shared our opinions and experiences and I hope one day we 

can meet. Thank you for 6 weeks of free, inspirational courses which will allow us to be better in our future jobs and will  

enable us to take better care of our patients!” 

-“This course has exceeded my expectations and I am glad that I shared all  this unique experience with you. There was a lot 

of interesting information on improving the intercultural and social competencies needed by older people's carers.  I think 
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this course will  be very helpful in my future career as a nurse. It was a wonderful experience! Thanks and great success to 

everyone! "  

-"It was an exciting experience to attend this course, I had a lot to learn about the care of the elderly, in terms of cultura l 

competence. Learning tools were new to me but also effective. Running this course opens up new employment 

opportunities in health care. Thank you for this opportunity! " 

-“It was a pleasure for me to have at my disposal for six weeks free learning resources, which they were professional 

training tools. A big advantage was that I attended the course and studied when I had free time. Although it is not a course 

made in a traditional classroom, I have been interacting with people with the same interest as myself, and that has h elped 

me to develop my social and professional skills. I have learned a lot of new, clear and useful information regarding cultural  

competences in care of the elderly that I will  try on my future job. Participating in this course offered me more 

opportunities to get a job in elderly care. So, thank you and good luck to all!” 

-“This course has been very interesting. Free and online, it allowed me to work at any time.On the other hand, learning 

about this topic and sharing with other different points of view has been very enriching. Thank you to everyone for share 

and made this course possible.” 

-“I have enjoyed taking part in this course even though it has been difficult to join in the web discussions due to other 

commitments. I have gained invaluable knowledge and awareness which I will  be using in my new role.” 

-“I now have a l ittle more insight of cultural competence and knowledge from different perspectives, teachings and 

opinions from the course as well as different people's opinions and understanding of things. It has opened my eyes a l ittle 

especially learning about 'judgement' and not being too quick to judge. It has taught me the importance of communication. 

There are quite a few things |I've learnt but these are the ones that caught my attention. It has made me want to be more 

sensitive towards elderly people.” 

-“My learning experience was really very interesting, I come to discover many things in giving care to old people, especially 

about respecting their culture, values and involving them in the pla nning of care process, I also come to know about how to 

prevent the abuse to elderly people and what to do in the case there is any case of abuse. i  shared ideas with other learners  

and this was really. so I will  try to practice what I have learned in this  course by respecting old people, giving them due care 

with compassion and encourage my colleagues to do the same.” 

-“This has been my first online course, and my first MOOC, and I found the experience very interesting and enriching.” 

- “The course helps detect and eliminate prejudices, something as difficult as it is important. I will  keep these materials as 

reference for the future.”  

- “I have learned a lot, and I think more people should take this course, I recommend it.” 

- “The course has helped me to refresh issues that I already knew, and it has helped me to understand different cultures.” 

- “The discussion forum was a great resource. It allowed you to read different opinions, comment on them and, above all, 

learn from them.” 

- “To attend a course perfectly in l ine with other engagements of their own daily l ife.” 

- “To learn law matters l inked with elderly people care.” 

- “To feel emotions across l ife or work experiences of the others (thus, to improve their active l istening, empathy and 

compassion).” 

- “To learn how cultural perspective influences the quality of relationship.” 
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-“The impact is "wow"! I have learned many things, this training helped me to develop many abil ities that will  help me in my 

future career.” 

-“Understanding, attention and motivation will  be a priority in dealing with the elderly. I ’m sure I will  do better my job after 

this course.” 

-“Different, I think it will  be how I will  carry out my activities with a lot of calm and compassion. I will be more patient, more 

communicative, more careful in dealing with the elderly.” 

-“The main achievements are: learning a foreign language that will  definitely help me in the future, the care techniques we 

have deepened in and the opportunity we had to work in a real training team.” 

 

MOOC EVALUATION RESULTS 

In the last week of the course, the participants completed the MOOC evaluation questionnaires where they  appreciated the 

course as very good.  

No. of participants who have completed the questionnaire = 140 

 

NO. OF ANSWARES 

Rating different statements  about course  TRUE FALSE 

1. The course met their  expectations and learning goals 141 

 2. The course met their learning   objectives.  141 

 3. The course content was relevant   and well  structured 141 

 4. The tra ining activities were adequate facilitating their    learning.    141 

 5. The presentations  and   tra ining materials where appropriate to their  level of 

understanding , intuitive and friendly 141 

 6. There was a good balance of individual learning,  group learning ,  practical  and 

evaluation  activi ties, etc. 140 

 7. The Course was well organized as  timely, access to materials, level of the workload , etc 
141 

 8. The discussion forum wasefficient for interaction with other tra inees and stimulated 

their interest in the subject. 141 

 9. The instructors challenged me   to do my best work , providing materials, presentations, 

encouraging their participation, group discussions and responding to questions, etc.  141 

 Rating of the course overall 

A. Poor 1 

B. Fair 0 

C. Good 7 

D. Very good 17 

E. Excellent 116 
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 Participants comments and suggestions for improvement: 
 
“There were minor grammar and spelling mistakes in English that could be improved. Furthermore, some of the sentences 
were not structured clearly and made it challenging to interpret.” 
 
“For the next course, it will better to give the syllabus summarizing the course to participants, this will help them to be up dated 
about the course.” 
 
“The course clases with Middlesex 3rd Year Student placement, as a result we have limited time to participate in the 
programme.” 
 
“Posts on Discussion board authomatically translated” 
 
“More time is needed to explore all training materials and I hope we will have further opportunities to learn and deep in the 
competences…”  
 
 

  

Conclusions on the MOOC piloting 

The course was well organized, in 4 Modules, which included innovative and quality content, with intuitive and friendly 

presentation of learning activities and learning/assessment materials. 

High number of participants were involved, from Romania, UK, Spain , Italy (Catania)  and  many trainers and facil itators had  

a good management of the learning  giving  feedback to the participants and grading them.  

The facilitators successfully managed the course content, connec ted with students in discussions, interacted with them in 

groups, and monitored their progress and grading their assignments. 

Project team also assured the technical support for setting up and piloting the MOOC.   

A discussion group  IENE 7 Facil itators was created and trainers and facilitators communicated very well on it during the 

course.  

Also , more than 50  personal messages  was exchanged between the technical team and the facil itators and trainers.  

A. Poor; 1 
B. Fair; 

0 
C. Good; 7 

D. Very good; 17 

E. Excellent; 116 

Overall rating  

A. Poor

B. Fair

C. Good

D. Very good

E. Excellent
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Proposals to improve the work made by the facil itators, trainers or learners have  been put into practice.  

Some problems that have been encountered in the course have been resolved on time, l ike  change/correct the content  of 

learning activities,  change and reload some learning tools,  set up the quizzes for allowing multiple attempts, set up the 

grading  center.   

The coordinator of the course send statistics after each week and send messages with reminders to encourage people to 

participate and grading the learners and  clarifications and instructions about how to grade.  

Blackboard platform is an innovative and integrative web based platform, an excellent environment for organizing this 

online course, thus there were sometime limited facil ities to send to   students  more information attaching files or  give 

more  support as  facilitators inside the groups. Sometime the  platform was working not properly and  created problems  to 

send  group message or calculating  overall  grade in grading center.    

 

NATIONAL REPORTSON DELIVERING AND PILOTING THE MOOC 

NATIONAL REPORTS ON DELIVERING AND PILOTING THE  MOOC IN ROMANIA 

Partner Organization: EDUNET Association 

Participants 

 

Romanian target group consisted in students in nursing field, nurses, elderly caregivers, workers in healthcare, unemployed 

and workers in other sectors.  

Most of the participants, 72% were nursing students from Edunet Nursing School. Many of them wanting to work abroad 

after graduation  and  as a rule, those working abroad start working in elderly care institutions. So it is very important fo r 

them  to attend this course and  we involved as many students as possible in this course,  considering that there is only one 

module in the curriculum for the care of the elderly, and the topics intercultural education  are not present in the 

Curriculum. 

Many participants were from disadvantaged groups, a  number of  34 (54%) being unemployed.  

 

Number of participants  enrolled: 63.  
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Romania  

Romanian 

63 

13 50 63 0 0 8 1 2 45 0 0 0 11 18 34 
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Number of Romanian language groups:   5 

Number of trainers and facilitators  enrolled:  6 

Organizing and conducting the learning: 

 
The Romanian trainers and facil itators created an announcement regarding the MOOC and posted on facebook personal 

pages, also sent it to the mailing l ists via e-mail, in order to involve as many people as possible. 

 

The participant recruited by the  Romanian partner, were grouped in 5 languages groups and were monitored and 

evaluated by 6 facil itators and trainers. 

Means of communication with learners were the course platform, through private or group messages and comments on 

students' messages.  

 

Also, a WhatsApp group has been created. 

 

The evaluation and grading monitoring was done weekly and the learners received feedback and encouragement in terms 

of carrying out the necessary activities on the course platform. 

 

Participants results 

The trainers and facil itators graded the participants.  

A number of 55 participants,  87%.  

The results of the assessment are:  

 Number of participants who achieved the course  ( got Course achievement badge) >50p   -   32/ 51% 

 Number of participants who  got Group contribution badge  > 70p      -  20/ 32% 

 Number of participants who  got Leadership badge                   > 90p     -   3/  4% 

 Number of participants who didn’t achieved the course  < 50 p    -  3 /  4% 

 Number of participants who  withdrew  the course     0 p      – 5/   7% 

 

See the details in annexes.  
 

Impact on the participants 

Learners’ expectations 

The learning expectations were  extracted from  the Pre-course questionnaires completed by the participants in the first 

week as well as from the board  discussions.  

No. of participants who have completed the Pre course questionnaire =  57  

The most important knowledge , skil ls and understandings expected  to increase in this course  

Cultural knowledge 
6 

Knowledge and understandings of  social,  care system, policy regulations in Europe 
8 

Cultural awareness  
9 

Cultural communication skills  
8 

Social skills 
6 

Skil ls of interaction and relationships with  elders and their families  
11 
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The most important knowledge , skills and understandings the participants increased in  this course  

At the end of the course,  in the last week, the participants completed a  Post–course questionnaires where they 

appreciated the knowledge, skil ls and understandings  they achieved.    

No. of participants who have completed the questionnaire = 55  

Cultural  knowledge 

 55 

Knowledge and understandings of  social,  care system, policy regulations in Europe 

 55 

Cultural awareness 

 55  

Cultural communication skills 

 55 

Social skills 

 55 

Skil ls of interaction and relationships with  elders 

 55 

Foreign languages skil ls  
5 

Digital skills 
4 

Other outcomes / benefits the participants expected to achieve at the conclusion of the coursewere:   

- to acquire new knowledge and skil ls in the care of the elderly 

- better skil ls, l ike: social, digital, foreign languages  

- ability to approach and encourage the elderly 

- cultural awareness 

- digital skills 

- social skills 

- improving professional competencies  

- achieving as many is possible skills and competence regarding elders care  

- improving foreign language skil ls 

- understanding the needs of the elderly 

- understand people of different cultures  

- interact with people from other countries, in order to understand their work environment 

- cultural exchange 

- international experience due to multicultural presence 

- cultural communication skills  

- improving the competencies learned in school  

 

The participants also expected this course to benefit for their professional work:  

-  to have a job in elderly care 

- I'm sure I'l l  learn a lot of new things which will  be useful for me in my future jobs and I will  develop new skil ls 

after attending this course 

- at the end of this course I hope to achieve many knowledge and skil ls in eledery care field  

- first of all , I think this course it will  help me find a job in the field I'm preparing for  

- I think this course will  be beneficial to my career because I will  gain new knowledge and skil ls in elderly  care 

- I hope this course will  help me become better to care of the elderly 

- to have better chances to get a job in healthcare domain 

- improving professional skills 
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Foreign languages skil ls 

 55 

Digital skills 

 55 

   

Other important impact 

No. of participants who have completed the questionnaire = 55 

 

Improved levels of your professional profi le 

 
55 

Developed cultural, social , digital and language competence 

 
55 

Increased language competences  and communication skil ls among other learners of different 

languages  

 

55 

Increased level of digital competence and skil ls for using social media  

 
55 

Greater understanding and responsiveness to social, ethnic, l inguistic and cultural diversity 

 
55 

Increased cultural knowledge and developed skil ls of cultural communication 

 

55 

Abilities to cope with the and social relations with elders and their family when doing your job; 

 

 

55 

New attitude and values relating to the cultura l awareness and the European citizenship 55 

Increased motivation and satisfaction in their work 

 

55 

Increased opportunities for employability and  for professional development 55 
 

Added value for the learners 

Comparing the participants ’ expectations with their results and impact issues from the post-course questionnaire as well as 

from  the Final assignment and Discussion My MOOC journey in the fifth week, it results that participant ’s expectations 

have been met.  

They wanted to learn and / or improve their professional knowledge about the care of older people, such as cultural 

awareness, cultural knowledge, cultural competence, cultural sensitivity and this course and this course met their 

expectations. Also, this can be seen through the active participation of students, by successfully completing the quizzes, 

which synthesized the daily activities of each module. 

Learners were impressed by the course and the learning tools, most participants did not take part in such an online course. 

They have learned how to be culturally competent in the care of the elderly and they have become more aware of the 

importance of communication, intercultural and social competences. 

Relevant quotes of participants.  

"My learning experience was really exciting and I discovered a lot of useful things in caring for old people"  

"A very interesting course, from which I learned a lot of the many things that I will  use in my future medical field."  

“I have learned so many new and interesting things, we have shared our opinions and experiences and I hope one day we 

can meet. Thank you for 6 weeks of free, inspirational courses which will allow us to be better in our future jobs and will  

enable us to take better care of our patients!” 
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“This course has exceeded my expectations and I am glad that I shared all  this unique experience with you. There was a lot 

of interesting information on improving the intercultural and social competencies needed by older people's carers.  I think 

this course will  be very helpful in my future career as a nurse. It was a wonderful experience! Thanks and great success to 

everyone! "  

"It was an exciting experience to attend this course, I had a lot to learn about the care of the elderly, in terms of cultura l 

competence. Learning tools were new to me but also effective. Running this course opens up new employment 

opportunities in health care. Thank you for this opportunity! "  

“It was a pleasure for me to have at my disposal for six weeks free learning resourc es, which they were professional training 

tools. A big advantage was that I attended the course and studied when I had free time. Although it is not a course made in 

a traditional classroom, I have been interacting with people with the same interest as mys elf, and that has helped me to 

develop my social and professional skills. I have learned a lot of new, clear and useful information regarding cultural 

competences in care of the elderly that I will  try on my future job. Participating in this course offered  me more 

opportunities to get a job in elderly care. So, thank you and good luck to all!” 

MOOC evaluation 

In the last week, the participants completed the MOOC evaluation questionnaires completed where they   appreciated the 

course as very good. . 

No. of participants who have completed the questionnaire = 55 

 

NO. OF ANSWARES 

Rating different statements  about course  TRUE FALSE 

The course met their  expectations and learning goals 55 

 The course met their learning   objectives.  55 

 The course content was relevant   and well  structured 55 

 The tra ining activities were adequate facilitating their    learning.    55 

 The presentations  and   tra ining materials where appropriate to their  level of 

understanding , intuitive and friendly 55 

 There was a good balance of individual learning,  group learning ,  practical  and evaluation  

activi ties, etc. 55 

 The Course was well organized as  timely, access to materials, level of the workload , etc 
55 

 The discussion forum wasefficient for interaction with other tra inees and stimulated their 

interest in the subject. 55 

 The instructors challenged me   to do my best work , providing materials, presentations, 

encouraging their participation, group discussions and responding to questions, etc.  55 

 Rating of  the course overall 

A. Poor 

 B. Fair 

 C. Good 

 D. Very good 

 E. Excellent 55 

 

 Participantscomments and suggestions for improvement: 
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-  

 

  

Conclusions. 

The course was well organized, in 4 Modules, which included innovative and quality content, with intuitive and friendly 

presentation of learning activities and learning/assessment materials. 

 

High number of participants were involved, from Romania, UK, Spain , Italy (Catania)  and  many trainers and facil itators had  

a good management of the learning  giving  feedback to the participants and grading them.  

The  Romanian  facilitators successfully managed the course content, connected with students in discussions, interacted 

with them in groups, and monitored their progress and grading their assignments. 

 

Romanian team also assured the technical support for setting up and piloting the MOOC.   

A discussion group  IENE 7 Facil itators was created and trainers and facilitators communicated very well on it  during the 

course.  

Also , more than 50  personal messages  was exchanged between the technical team and the facil itators and trainers.  

Proposals to improve the work made by the  facil itators, trainers or learners have  been put into practice skins have been 

put into practice.  

Some problems that have been encountered in the course have been resolved on time , l ike  change/correct the content  of 

learning activities,  change and reload some  learning tools,  set up the quizzes for allowing multiple attempts, set up the 

grading  center.   

The  coordinator of the course send  sent statistics after each week and send messages with reminders to encourage people 

to participate and grading the learners and  clarifications and instructions about how to grade.  

Blackboard platform is an innovati ve and integrative web based platform, an excellent environment for organizing this 

online course, thus there were sometime limited facil ities to send to   students  more information attaching files or  give 

more  support as  facil itators inside the groups .  

Sometime the platform was working not properly and  created problems  to send  group message or calculating  overall 

grade in grading center.    

 

NATIONAL REPORT ON DELIVERING AND PILOTING THE MOOC IN UK 

Partner Organization: Middlesex University  

Participants 

 

UK target group consisted in qualified individuals as well as students in nursing, healthcare, and other sectors. The vast 

majority were female learners. Exact statistics cannot be calculated as not all  participants completed the pre-course 

questionnaire. Among those who did and declared their gender, 13 were female (72%). Only one respondent declared 

working in an elderly care organization, whereas none declared working in a homecare. Five learners were affi l iated to 

Middlesex University. 
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Number of participants enrolled: 57 

 

Number of English language groups: 2 

Number of trainers and facilitators  enrolled: 6 

 

 

Organizing and conducting the learning: 

 
 

The UK trainers and facilitators created an announcement regarding the MOOC and posted on Facebook personal pages and 

Twitter accounts, also sent it to the mailing l ists via e-mail, in order to involve as many people as possible. 

 

The participant recruited by the UK partner, were grouped in 2 languages groups and were monitored and evaluated by 

effectively 2 facil itators and trainers. 

Means of communication with learners were the course platform, through private or group messages and comments on 

students' messages.  

 

The evaluation and grading monitoring were done weekly and the learners received feedback and encouragement in terms 

of carrying out the necessary activities on the course platform. 

 

 
Participants’ results 

 

Number of participants who achieved the course (got Course achievement badge) >50p                                         - 5 (9%) 

Number of participants who  gotGroup contribution badge  > 70p                                                                               - 3 (5%) 

Number of participants who  gotLeadership badge                   > 90p                                                                              - 5 (9%) 

Number of participants who  didn’t achieved the course    < 50 p                                                                                    - 7 (12%) 

Number of participants who  withdrew  the course     0 p                                                                                                  - 37 (65%) 

 
 

Impact on the participants 

Learners’ expectations 

No. of participants who have completed the pre-course questionnaire = 19  

The most important knowledge , skil ls and understandings expected  to increase in this course  

No. of participants who have completed the questionnaire = 19 
Cultural knowledge 

10 

Knowledge and understandings of  social,  care system, policy regulations in Europe 
10 

Cultural awareness  
8 

Cultural communication skills  
8 
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Social skills 
7 

Skil ls of interaction and relationships with  elders and their families  
6 

Foreign languages skil ls  
8 

Digital skills 
6 

What other outcomes / benefits the participants expected to achieve at the conclusion of the course?  

 To gain more skil ls about old people values and beliefs  
 more knowledge and insights on cultural competences, cultural competences applied on care in older  

adults 
 understanding of the person 
 Better knowledge on how to care for Older adults especially in mental health settings. 
 Tips and advice on how to further improve in nursing and health-care in general 
 communication skil l when speaking to elderly people 
 Become more cultural competent 

How the participants expected this course to benefit for their professional work? 

 It will  help me to understand old people bahavior. 
 I hope it supports my work on cultural competences  
 Learn how to best treat the person 
 Improve my knowledge and skil ls. 
 To have more awareness To be more confident & More knowledgeable 
 Help support me in maintaining cultural sensitivity with clients  
 I hope it will  help me expand my understanding of cultural differences in Elderly care. 
 I wil l  be aware of cultural differences  
 It will  help me to become more aware of the cultural needs of the patients, which in turn will  enable me 

to establish a therapeutic and engaging relationship with the patient resulting into a positive outcome 

for the patient. 
 

The most important knowledge, skills and understandings the participants increased in this course 

At the end of the course, in the last week, the participants completed a post–course questionnaires where they 

appreciated the knowledge, skil ls and understandings they achieved.    

No. of participants who have completed the post-course questionnaire =9 

Cultural knowledge 

 

8 

Knowledge and understandings of social,  care system, policy regulations in Europe 

 

8 

Cultural awareness 

 

6 

Cultural communication skills 

 

6 

Social skills 

 

8 

Skil ls of interaction and relationships with  elders 

 

6  

Foreign languages skil ls 

 

7 
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Digital skills 

 

6  

   

Other important impact 

No. of participants who have completed the post-course questionnaire = 8 

 

Improved levels of your professional profi le 

 
7 

Developed cultural, social , digital and language competence 

 
4  

.Increased language competences   and communication skil ls among other learners of different 

languages  

 

 5 

Increased level of digital competence and skil ls for using social media  

 
5  

Greater understanding and responsiveness to social, ethnic, l inguistic and cultural diversity  

 
5 

Increased cultural knowledge and devel oped skil ls of cultural communication 

 

5  

Abilities to cope with the and social relations with elders and their family when doing your job; 

New attitude and values relating to the cultural awareness and the European citizenship  

5 

Increased motivation and satisfaction in their work 

 

5  

Increased opportunities for employability and  for professional development 4 
 

Added value for the learners 

Comparing the participants ’ expectations with their results and impact issues from the post-course questionnaire as well as 

from the Final assignment and Discussion My MOOC journey in the sixth week, it results that participant ’s expectations 

have been met. 

They wanted to learn and / or improve their professional knowledge about the care of older people, such as cultural 

awareness, cultural knowledge, cultural competence, cultural sensitivity and this course met their expectations. However, 

this was not fully reflected by participation of students to the discussions, by successfully completing the quizzes, which 

synthesized the daily activities of each module. 

Learners were impressed by the course and the learning tools, most participants had not previously taken part in such an 

online course. They have learned how to be culturally competent in the care of the elderly and they have become more 

aware of the importance of communication, intercultural and social competences. 

Relevant quotes of participants.  

“This course has been very interesting. Free and online, it allowed me to work at any time.On the other hand, learning 

about this topic and sharing with other different points of view has been very enriching. Thank you to everyone for share 

and made this course possible.” 

“I have enjoyed taking part in this course even though it has been difficult to join in the web discussions due to other 

commitments. I have gained invaluable knowledge and awareness which I will  be using in my new role.” 

“I now have a l ittle more insight of cultural competence and knowledge from different perspectives, teachings and opinions 

from the course as well as different people's opinions and understanding of things. It has opened my eyes a l ittle especially 

learning about 'judgement' and not being too quick to judge. It has taught me the importance of communication. There are 
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quite a few things |I've learnt but these are the ones that caught my attention. It has made me want to be more sensitive 

towards elderly people.” 

“My learning experience was really very interesting, I come to discover many things in giving care to old people, especial ly 

about respecting their culture, values and involving them in the planning of care process, I also come to know about how to 

prevent the abuse to elderly people and what to do in the case there is any case of abuse. i  shared ideas with other learners  

and this was really. so I will  try to practice what I have learned in this course by respecting old people, giving them due care 

with compassion and encourage my colleagues to do the same.” 

 

 

MOOC evaluation 

No. of participants who have completed the MOOC evaluation questionnaire = 6 

 

 

 

 

NO. OF ANSWARES 

Rating different statements  about course  TRUE FALSE 

The course met their  expectations and learning goals 6 

 The course met their learning   objectives.  6 

 The course content was relevant   and well  structured 6 

 The tra ining activities were adequate facilitating their    learning.    6 

 The presentations  and   tra ining materials where appropriate to their  level of understanding , 

intuitive and friendly 6 

 There was a good balance of individual learning,  group learning ,  practical  and evaluation  

activi ties, etc. 5 

 The Course was well organized as  timely, access to materials, level of the workload , etc 

6 

 The discussion forum was efficient for interaction with other tra inees and stimulated their 

interest in the subject. 6 

 The instructors challenged me   to do my best work ,  providing materials, presentations, 

encouraging their participation, group discussions and responding to questions, etc.  

6 

 Rating of  the course overall 

A. Poor 

 B. Fair 

 C. Good 1 

D. Very good 4 

E. Excellent 1 
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Participants comments and suggestions for improvement: 
 
There were minor grammar and spelling mistakes that could be improved. Furthermore, some of the sentences were not 
structured clearly and made it challenging to interpret. 
 
For the next course, it will better to give the syllabus summarizing the course to participants, this will help them to be 
updated about the course. 
 
The course clashes with Middlesex 3rd Year Student placement, as a  result we have limited time to participate in the 
programme. 
 

 

 

Conclusions 

The course was well organized, in 4 Modules, which included innovative and quality content, with intuitive and friendly 

presentation of learning activities and learning/assessment materials. However, time and work required were too much and 

we believe that the excessive material to be covered put down many learners who had a l imited amount of time for this. 

This, in conjunction with the very low quality of the platform, along with many English language problems.  

High number of participants were involved, from Romania, UK, Spain, Italy (Catania) and many trainers and facil itators had a 

good management of the learning, giving  feedback to the participants and grading them. Nonetheless, the English 

facil itators struggled to manage the course content, connect with students in discussions, interact with them in groups, and 

monitor their progress and grading their assignments.  

Romanian team also assured the technical support for setting up and piloting the MOOC.  A discussion group IENE 7 

Facil itators was created and trainers and facilitators communicated very well on it during the course. Also, more than 50 

personal messages were exchanged between the technical team and the facil itators and trainers.  

Proposals to improve the work made by the facil itators, trainers or learners have been put into practice. Some problems 

that have been encountered in the course have been resolved on time, l ike change/correct the content of learning 

activities, change and reload some learning tools, set up the quizzes for allowing multiple attempts, set up the grading 

center.   

The  coordinator of the course sent statistics after each week and sent messages with reminders to encourage people to 

participate and grading the learners and  clarifications and instructions about how to grad e.  

Blackboard platform is a very poor web-based platform for organizing this online course, thus there were sometime limited 

facil ities to send to   students more information attaching fi les or give more support as facil itators inside the groups. 

Regularly, the platform was working not properly and created problems to send group message or calculating overall grade 

in grading centre.    

 

NATIONAL REPORT ON DELIVERING AND PILOTI NG THE  MOOC IN SPAIN 

Partner Organization: UNIVERSITY OF ALMERÍA  

Participants 

 

Spanish target group consisted innursing aids (53%) , nurses (19%), caregivers of older people (19%), one student and 

participants with other qualification (10%). 
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Most of them worked in care homes (62%), care organizations for older people (16%) and healthcare (12%). 

Some participants were from disadvantaged groups (7%): 3 migrants (5%) and 1 unemployed (2%).  

 

Number of participants enrolled: 58 
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 España 

 -Spanish 56 

-South 

America 

(Peru) 2 12   46  55  3  0  11  31  11  1  6  9  36  7  6  1 

                  

Number of language groups: 3  

Number of trainers and facilitators enrolled: 5 

 

Organizing and conducting the learning: 

 

 

Spanish participants in the MOOC were recruited from: 

 

-Associations of people with disabilities  

-University for seniors (University of Almería) 

-Nursing homes and old people’s homes 

 

Spanish participants were grouped in 3 languages groups. They were monitored and evaluated by 5 facil itators and trainers.  

 

Constant communication was kept during the whole process, by means of: 

 

-Face-to-face meetings of introduction, follow-up and resolution of doubts. 

-Continued follow-up of students on the platform: messages and feed-back. 

-Weekly tutorials (please see attached annexes). 

-Availability of face-to-face, telephone and online (email) assistance. 

 

The trainers and facil itators followed the instructions of the project coordinator regarding assessment and grading of 

participants. This evaluation and grading monitoring was done weekly and learners received feedback and encouragement 

in terms of carrying out the necessary activities on the course platform. 

 

 
Participants’ results 
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-Number of participants:37 of the initial 58 enrolled (63,8%) 

-The results of the assessment were:  

Number of participants who achieved the course  ( got Course achievement badge) >50p   5 (13,5%) 

Number of participants who  gotGroup contribution badge  > 70p                                          10 (27%) 

Number of participants who  gotLeadership badge                   > 90p                                         15 (40,5%) 

Number of participants who  didn’t achieved the course    < 50 p                                                 7 (18,9%) 

Number of participants who  withdrew  the course     0 p              21 of the initial 58 enrolled (36,2%) 

 

Impact on the participants 

Learners’ expectations 

The learning expectations were extracted from the Pre-course questionnaires completed by the participants in the first 

week, as well as from the board discussions.  

No. of participants who have completed the questionnaire = 37 

The most important knowledge , skil ls and understandings expected  to increase in this course  

Cultural knowledge 
7  

Knowledge and understandings of  social,  care system, policy regulations in Europe 
1  

Cultural awareness  
2  

Cultural communication skills  
6  

Social skills 
6 

Skil ls of interaction and relationships with elders and their families  
24 

Foreign languages skil ls  
1 

Digital skills 
1 

What other outcomes / benefits the participants expected to achieve at the conclusion of the course?  

 Official certificate. 

 New cultural knowledge. 

 Expand use of social and communication tools. 

 Greater understanding of the problems of old people. 

 Better communication between the professional, the old person and their family.  

 Develop and show more assertiveness and empathy towards others. 

 Be able to attend more effectively people from different countries and cultures. 

 Get to know the differences between the participating countries. 

 Expand knowledge about health in older people and geriatric pathologies. 

 Better understanding of the attitudes of users of the institution and their families in order to perform 

my work better.  
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How the participants expected thi s course to benefit for their professional work? 

 Offer a better service to old people and their families. 

 Help for promotion. 

 Better understanding of old people in general, and their different culture in particular. 

 “I expect to be provided with more knowledge and tools to improve my work.” 

 “I expect that the contents have applicability to my professional everyday routine.” 

 “If I improve my communication with older people, my daily work will  be facil itated.” 

 “I hope to receive the training I couldn’t receive in the past.” 

 “I expect to receive complementary training to that received previously.” 

 “Working with older people is a professional possibility in the degree I am studying at the moment 

(Physiotherapy).” 

 

 
 

The most important knowledge , skills and understandings the participants increased in  this course 

At the end of the course, during the last week, participants completed a Post–course questionnaire, in which they reflected 

on the knowledge, skil ls and understandings they had achieved or increased. 

No. of participants who have completed the questionnaire = 30 

Cultural knowledge 

 

30 

Knowledge and understandings of  social,  care system, policy regulations in Europe 

 

27 

Cultural awareness 

 

29 

Cultural communication skills 

 

28 

Social skills 

 

30 

Skil ls of interaction and relationships with  elders 

 

30 

Foreign languages skil ls 

 

25 

Digital skills 

 

23 

   

Other important impact 

 

No. of participants who have completed the questionnaire = 30 

 

Improved levels of your professional profi le 

 
28 

Developed cultural, social , digital and language competence 

 
28 

Increased language competences   and communication skil ls among other learners of different 26 
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languages  

 
Increased level of digital competence and skil ls for using social media  

 
28 

Greater understanding and responsiveness to social, ethnic, l inguistic and cultural diversity  

 
30 

Increased cultural knowledge and developed skil ls of cultural communication 

 

30 

Abilities to cope with the and social relations with elders and their family when doing your job; 

 

28 

New attitude and values relating to the cultural awareness and the European citizenship  29 

Increased motivation and satisfaction in their work 

 

30 

Increased opportunities for employability and  for professional development 30 
 
 

Added value for the learners 

Comparing participants ’ learning expectations with their results and impact issues extracted from the post-course 

questionnaire, their final assignment and their reflections on “My MOOC journey” during the fifth week, we can conclude 

that generally speaking, participants ’ expectations towards the course were met. 

Some relevant quotes of participants are provided, showing the added value of the course for the learners: 

-“This has been my first online course, and my first MOOC, and I found the experience very interesting and enriching.” 

- “The course helps detect and eliminate prejudices, something as difficult as it is important. I will  keep these materials as 

reference for the future.”  

- “I have learned a lot, and I think more peopl e should take this course, I recommend it.” 

- “The course has helped me to refresh issues that I already knew, and it has helped me to understand different cultures.” 

- “The discussion forum was a great resource. It allowed you to read different opinions, comment on them and, above all, 

learn from them.” 

-“I have realized that all  caregivers, regardless of the country of origin or destination, have the same purpose that is none 

other than improving the care of our patients day after day.”  

-“I wil l  try to put into practice and remember everyday everything I have learned: empathy, patience, cultural -awareness, 

respect, etc.” 

-“This course was a good tool to raise awareness of the importance of person centred care, where respect, acceptance and 

empathy towards the feelings, needs and concerns of patients must be a priority. From the beginning we must create an 

environment of trust and positive communication, in order to provide a care of quality.”  

-“I have learned the importance of non-verbal language.” 

-“I found the course very interesting, as it addressed aspects of the care of the older people that I had not thought of 

before, but which seems to be very influential on the quality of the service we offer them.” 

-“I found the course easier thanks to the carefully chosen videos, so emotive and impressive, which i l lustrate very well the 

different situations we face on a daily basis. They make you reflect on your practices…” 
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-“The discussion forum was especially enriching, with students from so many different countries… Not only did I enjoy 
reading the experiences and opinions of other Spanish colleagues, but also trying to understand English, Italian,… which 
different perspectives I found particularly interesting.”  

- “The course has focused on the psychological, emotional and social aspects of care, something that other courses usually 

don’t include, or in which they never deepen.” 

-“I found the level of the course too basic, however perfect for beginners ”. 

 

 

MOOC evaluation 

During the last week of the course, participants completed the MOOC evaluation questionnaires. The results show 

participants valued the course very positively.  

No. of participants who have completed the questionnaire = 30 

 

 

 

 

NO. OF ANSWARES 

Rating different statements about course  

TRUE FALSE 

The course met their  expectations and learning goals 30 

 The course met their learning   objectives.  30 

 The course content was relevant   and well  structured 30 

 The tra ining activities were adequate facilitating their    learning.    30 

 The presentations  and   tra ining materials where appropriate to their  level of understanding , 

intuitive and friendly 30 

 There was a good balance of individual learning,  group learning ,  practical  and evaluation  

activi ties, etc. 30 

 The Course was well organized as  timely, access to materials, level of the workload , etc 

30 

 The discussion forum was efficient for interaction with other tra inees and stimulated their 

interest in the subject. 30 

 The instructors challenged me   to do my best work ,  providing materials, presentations, 

encouraging their participation, group discussions and responding to questions, etc.  

30 

 Rating of  the course overall 

A. Poor 1 

B. Fair 0 

C. Good 5 

D. Very good 9 
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E. Excellent 15 

 

 Participants comments and suggestions for improvement: 
 

- Most participants did not leave any further comments, since they have done it already on the post-course 

questionnaire.  
 

- Suggestion for improvement: access platform. 
 

 

Conclusions 

Participants showed a very positive overall opinion about the course, regarding organization, platform and 

support. 

For the majority of participants, this meant their first experience with a MOOC, and they found it very 

interesting and enriching. 

As main positive aspects, participants highlighted the following ones: 

-Participants found that the course focused on aspects of care (psychological, emotional, social), that other 

courses usually don’t include, or in which they never deepen. Some participants admitted these were aspects of 

care they had never thought of before, but thanks to the course they were already aware of their relevance 

regarding care. 

-Participants identified the importance of values as empathy, respect or acceptance, and the cultural-competent 

person centred care approach as key in a care of quality.  

-The discussion forum was highlighted as a very valuable resource. Participants reported to have learnt not only 

from the contents provided, but also and even more importantly from sharing experiences and opinions with the 

rest of participants, and not only those of their mother-tongue. 

Nonetheless, they mentioned some improvements that need to be made in the future: 

-Seminar (Webinar): Difficult to follow by most of participants due to the high level of English. Many participants 

could not participate, due to the schedule. 

-For some videos, the simultaneous translation (provided by Youtube) generated subtitles of low quality, which 

made it difficult to follow and understand these videos. 

-Some users reported access problems to the platform, which they found complex and little intuitive. 

-Some participants reported the inaccuracy of some Spanish translations, reporting grammatical errors.  

- Some learners reported problems with the mobile application, finding mandatory to take the course on a 

computer. Some participants demand a (better) mobile/tablet version. 

-Some participants suggested that the course should offer the contents separated by language, avoiding mixing 

the four languages in the same screen, at the same time. 
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-We would like to highlight that, prior to the beginning of the course, participants’ main concern was that any 

possible doubts or problems that might arise were solved quickly, as reflected on the pre -course questionnaire. 

 

NATIONAL REPORT ON DELIVERING AND PILOTI NG THE  MOOCINCATANIA, ITALY 

 

Partner Organization: UNIVERSITY OF CATANIA 

Participants 

Number of participants enrolled: 59 
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1 

Germany 

1 Burkina 

Faso 

57 Italy 

2 Russia 

2 Burkina 

Faso 

1 Benim 

1 Senegal 

1 Europe-

Caucasian 

52 Italy 

 12  47  52  5  -  -  3  9  1  46  7  3  4  36  9 

               

 

Number of language groups: 4 

Number of trainers and facilitators  enrolled: 3 

Organizing and conducting the learning: 

 
The trainer evolved the participants across periodical group-mails. He encouraged them also by proposing key-

discussion on both elderly stereotyping and importance of relationship quality among caregivers, seniors and 

their own families.  

The facilitators did a set of activities. More specifically, they: 
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-graded participants step by step;  

-sent many group-mails as well as individual e-mails (in all n.82)in order to encourage the participation or just to 

remind to attend the course, or to fil l in a questionnaire or quiz; they used the platform but also private e -mail 

(above all at the beginning, when participants were not so confident with platform);  

-sent by e-mail and posted on discussion board extra materials just to answer questions or to enhance the 

participants’ reflections; 

-furthermore, provided many feedbacks to participants on both the discussion board and the grade -book. 

 
Participants’ results 

Number of participants who achieved the course  ( got Course achievement badge)   >50p   N.10 

Number of participants who  got Group contribution badge> 70p   N.5 

Number of participants who  got Leadership badge> 90p    N.25 

Number of participants who  didn’t achieved the course    < 50 p    N.19 

Number of participants who  withdrew  the course     0 p N.20 

 
 

Impact on the participants 

Learners’ expectations 

No. of participants who have completed the questionnaire = 58 

The most important knowledge , skills and understandings expected  to increase in this course  

No. of participants who have completed the questionnaire = 58 
Cultural knowledge 10 

Knowledge and understandings of  social,  care system, policy regulations in 

Europe 

10 

Cultural awareness  10 

Cultural communication skills  20 

Social skills 58 

Skills of interaction and relationships with  elders and their families 58 

Foreign languages skills  10 

Digital skills 10 

What other outcomes / benefits the participants expected to achieve at the conclusion of the 

course?  

 Do a List 

-to increase care skills; 
-to increase the opportunity for job; 
-to get more confident with elderly people. 
How the participants expected this course to benefit for their professional work? 

 Do a List and/or quote from the questionnaires 

-to increase care skills; 
-to increase the opportunity for job; 
-to get more confident with elderly people. 
 

The most important knowledge , skills and understandings the participants increased in  this course  

No. of participants who have completed the questionnaire = 39 
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Cultural knowledge 

 

39 

Knowledge and understandings of  social,  care system, policy regulations in Europe 

 

39 

Cultural awareness 

 

39 

Cultural communication skills 

 

39 

Social skills 

 

39 

Skills of interaction and relationships with  elders 

 

39 

Foreign languages skills 

 

34 

Digital skills 

 

34 

   

Other important impact 

No. of participants who have completed the questionnaire = 39 

 

 

Improved levels of your professional profile 

 
39 

Developed cultural, social , digital and language competence  

 
39 

Increased language competences  and communication skills among other learners of 

different languages 

 

39 

Increased level of digital competence and skills for using social media 

 
39 

Greater understanding and responsiveness to social, ethnic, linguistic and cultural 

diversity 

 

39 

Increased cultural knowledge and developed skills of cultural communication 

 

39 

Abilities to cope with the and social relations with elders and their family when doing 

your job; 

New attitude and values relating to the cultural awareness and the European 

citizenship 

39 

Increased motivation and satisfaction in their work 

 

39 

Increased opportunities for employability and  for professional development 39 
 

Added value for the learners 
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Speaking in general, the participants did not expect to find an international training environment. At the 

beginning of their MOOC journey, they were focused on only improving care skills. Step by step, they realized 

how many opportunities of comparison the MOOC were offering to them. The other became like a key-point to 

improve learnings.  

At the end of the MOOC journey, they said to be “happy”, “really satisfied” “…much more than the previous 

expectations”, “I feel really enriched thanks to this intercultural and interactive training experience” to join the 

MOOC for different reasons:  

-to attend a course perfectly in line with other engagements of their own daily life;  

-to learn law matters linked with elderly people care; 

-to meet others’ point of view,  

-to feel emotions across life or work experiences of the others (thus, to improve their active listening, empathy 

and compassion); 

-to learn how cultural perspective influences the quality of relationship; 

-to improve the self-awareness of their own culture. 

Furthermore, they reported to be really satisfied for the “great support” received from facilitators during all the 

MOOC journey 

 

MOOC evaluation 

No. of participants who have completed the questionnaire = 38 

 

NO. OF ANSWARES 

Rating different statements  about course  

TRUE FALSE 

10. The course met their  expectations and learning goals  38 

 11. The course met their learning   objectives.  38 

 12. The course content was relevant   and well  structured 38 

 13. The training activities were adequate facil itating their    learning.    38 

 14. The presentations  and   training materials where appropriate to their  level of 

understanding , intuitive and friendly 

38 

 15. There was a good balance of individual learning,  group learning ,  practical  and 

evaluation  activities, etc. 

38 

 16. The Course was well organized as  timely, access to materials, level of the 

workload , etc 

38 

 17. The discussion forum was efficient for interaction with other trainees and 

stimulated their interest in the subject. 

38 
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18. The instructors challenged me   to do my best work , providing materials, 

presentations, encouraging their participation, group discussions and responding 

to questions, etc.  

38 

 Rating of  the course overall 

A. Poor 

 B. Fair 

 C. Good 

 D. Very good 

 E. Excellent X 

 

 Participants comments and suggestions for improvement: 
 

- Creating an App for smart-phone 
- Posts on Discussion board authomatically translated  

 

Conclusions. 

Positive points 

The Corse has been well organized, as we can realize from participants’ positive comments. They have found 

many and many interesting resources and a really stimulating international training environment. Many 

participants have been very interested in completing the Course in the best way. The results have been, much 

more positive than the previous expectations. All of these represent clear proof of success.   

Critical points 

Together with the many positive aspects, there are some critical points.  

-Of course, the international environment represents a good way to improve many skills. But, be careful: it could 

cut away marginal people just because foreign language. This means supporting the possible linguistic gap is 

really important. So, the facilitator role should be more similar to a linguistic mediator. 

-The platform is quite easy to use, but it does not help the work facilitator. It would be better if the platform 

could send alert when there are new entries in each discussion board, and do statistics  about questionnaires 

filled in from participants.  

-In order to make easier the attending, developing an App. could be better. More people could attend the course 

by smartphone. 

 

NATIONAL REPORT ON DELIVERING AND PILOTI NG THE  MOOC IN  ORTONA,  ITALY 

Partner Organization: Comune di Ortona (Municipality of Ortona) 

Participants 

 

Italian target group consisted in students nursing field/workers in healthcare, unemployed and workers in other sectors.  

53% are students in nursing field, coming from Romania and temporary residing in Italy. Most of them want to work in Italy  

after graduating.  

Only 10% are unemployed.  

 

Number of participants enrolled: 19.  

 

 

  

STATUS   QUALIFICATION   OCCUPATION   
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Italy  

Italian 8 

Albanian 1 

Romanian 10 

0 19 9 10 0 0 0 1 10 8 0 0 10 7 2 

                  

Number of language groups:   2 

Number of trainers and facilitators  enrolled:  2 

 

Organizing and conducting the learning: 

The participant recruited by the  Italian partner, were grouped in 2 language groups and were monitored and evaluated by 

2 facil itators and trainers. 

Means of communication with learners were the course platform, WhatsApp group and direct contacts.  

 

The evaluation and grading monitoring was done a t the end because many learners started later and needed more time for 

the activities. 

Participants results 

The trainers and facil itators graded the participants. A number of 19 participants.  

The results of the assessment are:  

 Number of participants who achieved the course  ( got Course achievement badge) >50p   -   7/ 37% 

 Number of participants who  got Group contribution badge  > 70p      -  0/ 0% 

 Number of participants who  got Leadership badge                   > 90p     -   0/ 0% 

 Number of participants who didn’t achieved the course  < 50 p    -  7 / 37% 

 Number of participants who  withdrew  the course     0 p     – 5/  26% 

 

See the details in annexes.  

 
Impact on the participants 

The learning expectations were  extracted from  the Pre-course questionnaires completed by the participants in 

the first week as well as from the board  discussions.  

No. of participants who have completed the Pre course questionnaire =  13 

The most important knowledge , skills and understandings expected  to increase in this course  

Cultural knowledge 
1 

Knowledge and understandings of  social,  care system, policy regulations in 

Europe 9 
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The most important knowledge , skills and understandings the participants increased in  this course  

At the end of the course,  in the last week, the participants completed a  Post–course questionnaires where they 

appreciated the knowledge, skil ls and understandings  they achieved.    

No. of participants who have completed the questionnaire = 12  

Other important impact 

Cultural awareness  
 

Cultural communication skills  
1 

Social skills 
 

Skills of interaction and relationships with  elders and their families 
1 

Foreign languages skills  
1 

Digital skills 
 

Other outcomes / benefits the participants expected to achieve at the conclusion of the course were:   

- Improving social and cultural knowledge; 

- Improving skills in elderly care; 

- To acquire new language skills; 

- New cultural knowledge, language training, social interaction; 

- New abilities of cultural and social knowledge; 

- Improving Intercultural communication. 

The participants also expected this course to benefit for their professional work: 

- Find a job easier in elderly care sector; 

- The course will be help to improve professional skills; 

- It will help me to work better; with more competences; 

- The course will be profitable for my personal training. 

Cultural knowledge 

 

12 
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No. of participants who have completed the questionnaire = 12  

11. Improved levels of your professional profi le 

 
12 

12. Developed cultural, social , digital and language competence 

 
12 

13. .Increased language competences  and communication skil ls among other learners of 

different languages  

 

12 

14. Increased level of digital competence and skil ls for using social media  

 
10 

15. Greater understanding and responsiveness to social, ethnic, l inguistic and cultural 

diversity 

 

12 

16. Increased cultural knowledge and developed skil ls of cultural communication 

 

12 

17. Abilities to cope with the and social relations with elders and their family when doing 

your job; 

 

9 

18. New attitude and values relating to the cultural awareness and the European 

citizenship 

12 

19. Increased motivation and satisfaction in their work 

 

12 

20. Increased opportunities for employability and  for professional development 

 

12 

 

Added value for the learners 

Comparing the participants ’ expectations with their results and impact issues from the post-course questionnaire as well as 

from  the Summative Assessment, it results that participant’s expectations have been met. They were first interested to 

improve their knowledge about social and health  care system, policy regulations in Europe as well as cultural knowledge 

and developed skil ls of cultural communication.  

Learners who already have experience with online courses declared that contents were very interesting and of good quality; 

they also believe that this course will  help them to improve their skil ls and find a job.  

Instead, those who are working said that there were too much content to learn and had some difficulty to spend time every 

day on MOOC and some withdrew from the course for lack of time. 

Relevant quotes of participants.  

Knowledge and understandings of  social,  care system, policy regulations in Europe 

 

12 

Cultural awareness 

 

12 

Cultural communication skills 

 

10 

Social skills 

 

12 

Skil ls of interaction and relationships with  elders 

 

12 

Foreign languages skil ls 

 

10 

Digital skills 

 

10 
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“The impact is "wow"! I have learned many things, this training helped me to develop many abil ities that will  hel me in my 

future career”. 

“Understanding, attention and motivation will  be a priority in dealing with the elderly. I ’m sure I will  do better my job after 

this course” 

“Different, I think it will  be how I will  carry out my activities with a lot of calm and compassion. I will  be more patient, more 

communicative, more careful in dealing with the elderly”. 

“The main achievements are: learning a foreign language that will  definitely help me in the future, the care techniques we 

have deepened in and the opportunity we had to work in a real training team.” 

“I wil l  implement all  the new knowledge we gathered”  

“I wil l  try to better structure the topics I learned for my job environment; I will  have more accuracy and precautions for the 

patient” 

“I'm more understanding and more careful in working with the elderly” 

“Tackle the working world in the best possible way, providing care and care for people with different levels of psycho -

physical self-sufficiency, also in support of family members, contributing to maintaining the autonomy and well -being of the 

person I take care”. 

MOOC evaluation 

In the last week, the participants completed the MOOC evaluation questionnaires where they  expressed their appreciation 

about the overall  course: 58% rated it “EXCELLENT”, 33% as “VERY GOOD” and only one person rated it “GOOD”.  

No. of participants who have completed the questionnaire = 12 

Conclusions. 

Learners coordinated by Italian facilitators expressed a positive overall opinion about the MOOC and the online 

course because it was a great opportunity for them to improve their skills and acquire new knowledge on social, 

ethnic, linguistic and cultural diversity as well as new abilities to cope with elders and their family.  

 

 

STRENGTH POINTS: 

-The course contents were more than exhaustive with respect to the proposed objectives; 

- Learners declared that the presentations  and   training materials where appropriate to their  level of 

understanding, intuitive and friendly. For most of them, it was the  first experience with a MOOC, and they found 

it very interesting and useful for their job; 

- MOOC is a great opportunity for those who can’t attend a course in presence as they are working; 

- This course represented a very interesting experience because gave them the opportunity to communicate and 

exchange ideas with learners form other EU countries; it was interesting even for those who had no good 

competence in English language.  
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CRITICAL POINTS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT 

-Participants who are working reported that there were too much materials to be read and other contents and 

they needed more time to spend on MOOC. They suggested less contents and more practical activities.  

- They suggested to make it possible for future courses to prepare also an APP in order to optimize time and be 

able to use MOOC from mobile phone in every free moment. They tried to follow course from mobile they had 

access problems.  

- For the videos, participants suggested to add videos also in other languages not only in Engl ish.  

 

 

TIPS FOR RUNNING A GOOD MOOC 

 

To build your own MOOC, go to the project website https://iene7.eu/mooc/  and download the tools that the 

IENE 7  project partners created:  

- Download the Training Model 

- Download the Curriculum  

- Download the Kit for training the MOOC Facilitators  

- Download the MOOC learning activitiesin English, Romanian, Spanish and Italian 

Familiarise yourself with the technology 

• Check the MOOC regularly 

• Encourage people to post if they havent posted for a while 

• Provide translations of the instructions in the key languages  

 

Anticipate technical problems 

• Module moderators - ready to help with technical issues (webinar) 

• Encourage people to check their setup and explore alternatives 

• Provide a link to the webinar after it has been broadcast 

• Give clear instructions for those who may not be familiar with how to  

use the technology (with a video or screenshots) 

 

 

Useful resources 

Resources for running a MOOC 

https://facdevblog.niu.edu/tips-for-designing-a-massive-open-online-course-mooc 

 

Blackboard quick tutorials 

http://www.blackboard.com/quicktutorials/quicktutorials.htm 

https://iene7.eu/mooc/
https://facdevblog.niu.edu/tips-for-designing-a-massive-open-online-course-mooc
http://www.blackboard.com/quicktutorials/quicktutorials.htm
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